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After breakfast, Avery went back to the room to change clothes.

When she got dressed and came out, Mike was already waken up, and he
didn’t know what Avery was talking about with Ben Schaffer.

“Mike, I’m going out with Ben Schaffer today. You have a good rest at
home.” Avery walked up to them and spoke to Mike.

Mike scratched his head: “I had a good rest last night.”

“If you don’t want to rest at home, you can go to the company! I have made
an appointment with Ben Schaffer.” Avery looked at Ben Schaffer, “Let’s
go. !”

Mike sent them out.

Mike: “If there is any situation, remember to tell me as soon as possible!”

“Got it. You’d better rest at home, you look too haggard.” Avery got into
the car, and before closing the door, she glanced at Mike again.

“It’s not the first day you met me. You think, I have dark circles under my
eyes after I slept… No, it should be called bags under my eyes.” Mike
closed the car door for her, and then asked ten other bodyguards to follow
her.



After they went out, Mike returned to the house, had a leisurely breakfast,
and drove to the company.

At Dream maker group.

After Mike stopped the car in the ground parking space, he strode into the
company.

There was an exclusive elevator on the first floor, and he needed to swipe a
special card to ride.

Only he and Hayden can sit in this elevator. He took the elevator to his
office, only to find that Hayden was there.

“Is there no class in your school today?” Mike immediately leaned over to
Hayden to see what Hayden was doing.

“No class.” Hayden said, looking at the computer screen intently.

“Who are you sending an email to?” Mike looked at his computer interface,
“What’s in the attachment?”

“This is a great gift from me to Travis.” In addition to taking classes and
occasionally checking the company’s official business these days, Hayden,
The rest of the time was spent digging for the Jones family’s fierce
materials.

Travis is a well-known entrepreneur in Bridgedale. He has done a perfect
job of face-saving projects. Every year, the company donates medical
supplies to medical institutions in poor areas, and regularly donates money
to charity associations.

Although his private life is dissolute, he has married many wives, and when
he has a wife, he often makes new friends at the same time, but when
people mention him, they still praise him more than criticize him.

After all, he is not the only rich man with a chaotic private life.



Travis’s private life style, as long as his wife and new love don’t mind, will
have no impact on others and society. These cannot hide his outstanding
contributions to the whole society.

“You send me the video.” Mike was very curious.

“Wait.” Hayden is adding the mailbox numbers of famous media people in
Bridgedale.

After adding recipients, Hayden pressed the send button without hesitation!

After sending the email, Hayden opened the video and showed it to Mike.

Inside the video is a burly middle-aged man.

Facing the camera, he began to introduce his identity, as well as various
documents and materials that could prove his identity.

Mike: “This is Travis’s bodyguard captain?”

Hayden: “Former bodyguard captain. He resigned the year before last
because of his injury.”

Mike: “Oh…how did you find him?”
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“Searching Travis’s previous pictures can often see this person.” Hayden
said, “It means that this person must know the secrets of Travis. So I found
him and bought him with money.”

“It should cost a lot of money. Right? Travis is also a ruthless character in
Bridgedale, and a little money will definitely not impress his former
bodyguard. After all, once this video is exposed, Travis will definitely find
someone to kill him.”

Mike’s guess was right.

“I helped his family go abroad. In addition, I gave him a lot of money,
enough for his family to live a prosperous life in the future.” Hayden
returned.

“Hayden, you’ve been quiet these past few days. I didn’t expect you to do
such a big thing secretly! You really are someone who has achieved great
things. You are too strong!” Mike fell into the ground in admiration.

“He bullied my mother, of course I won’t let him go.” Hayden closed the
notebook and asked, “Where is my mother? Why didn’t you stay with my
mother today?”

“Your uncle Ben is here. Today your mother is with uncle Ben.” Mike sat
down in the chair next to him, “I don’t know if they went to the old
professor and could ask for some inside information.”



…

Avery and Ben Schaffer went to a bookstore…

Avery got the contact information of the old professor through his wife last
night.

She sent a message to the old professor last night, asking the old professor
to meet, the old professor agreed, and set to meet in this bookstore.

After arriving at the bookstore, Avery recognized the old professor who was
reading a book by a row of shelves.

“Professor Greens.” Avery walked over immediately and greeted the other
party, “Hello, Professor. I am Avery, a student of Professor Hough.”

Professor Greens saw Avery and immediately put the book in his hand on
the bookshelf.

“Hello, Avery. After you messaged me last night, I quickly remembered
you.” Professor Greens reached out to Avery.

After the two shook hands, they began to chat.

Professor Greens: “When James Houg died, I wanted to go to his funeral,
but I was sick and hospitalized at the time, so I couldn’t go to see him.”

Avery: “Professor, my teacher’s funeral was in accordance with his wishes,
everything was simple, and there was no banquet and Guest.”

“I heard, but even so, if I hadn’t been hospitalized at the time, I would have
gone to see him.” There was a trace of silence in Professor Greens’ eyes,
“He is my best friend.”

Avery: “Professor, don’t be sad. My teacher has been gone for so many
years, but I never feel that he has really left me. What has left is only his
body, his spirit, and his soul, which have always been there.”



Professor Greens listened to her words and said softly and laughing loudly:
“Do you have anything to do with me? Is it about the March Medical
Award? Do you want to participate in the selection?”

Avery shook her head repeatedly: “No. I want to ask you something about
Margaret Gomez, the Professor Hough’s junior sister, have you heard of it?”

“Margaret, of course I know her. I had dinner with her not long ago.”
Professor Greens walked to a desk and sat down.

Avery sat down beside him.

Ben Schaffer wanted to walk over to say hello, but there were only two
seats there. If he passed, there would be no place for him to sit at all.

He could only endure curiosity and wait patiently.

“She did participate in this award selection and was shortlisted.” Professor
Greens whispered, “How do you know about this? Before the results were
announced, this information was not disclosed to the public.”

Avery took a deep breath, said awkwardly: “Margaret kidnapped my ex-
husband. I suspect that she used my ex-husband for experiments.”

Professor Greens: “This…”

“Professor Greens, can you help me? I can’t find Margaret now, she is
hiding. If I can’t find Margaret, I can’t find my ex-husband. My ex-husband
is very important to me. I can’t lose him.” Avery’s eyes flushed and she
prayed.

Professor Greens looked serious and asked, “What’s your ex-husband’s
name? What does he look like?”

“His name is Elliot Foster.” Avery turned on her phone and showed her
Elliot’s photo, “Do you know what research results Margaret used? Did you
participate in the selection?”
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Ben Schaffer tried to walk near them and pricked up his ears to eavesdrop.

But the two of them didn’t speak very loudly, even if Avery was in pain and
emotional, her voice was still controlled so as not to disturb other people.

Ben Schaffer failed to eavesdrop, returned to his original position, picked
up his mobile phone, secretly took a picture of Avery and Professor Greens
sitting on the side chatting privately, and sent it to Mike.

Ben Schaffer: [I am superfluous.]

Mike: [Hahahahahaha!]

Ben Schaffer: [Looking at Avery’s expression, I feel that the matter is
serious.]

Mike: [Shouldn’t Elliot be dead?]

Ben Schaffer: [Shut up!]

Mike: [You said it was serious…]

Ben Schaffer: [I thought she was a little emotional.]

Mike: [That’s because you haven’t been with her lately. She has been
emotionally intense every day recently.]



Ben Schaffer: [Oh! I wish I thought more.]

Mike: [There’s a good show to watch today.]

Ben Schaffer: [What a good show? where to look?]

Mike: [You are such a gossip! If you accompany Avery, just accompany her
well, what are you doing!]

Shengbei: [? ? ?]

Mike: [When I know what Avery talked about with that old professor, I’ll
tell you what a good show.]

…….

Jones family.

In the master bedroom, Travis woke up from a nap and rang the service bell
next to him.

Soon, the servant entered the master bedroom and waited for Travis to get
up.

Travis took the glasses from the servant and put them on. The world in front
of him suddenly became bright and clear.

The servant: “The second young master is here. He has been waiting in the
living room for more than an hour.”

Travis immediately stood up after hearing this.

Travis: “What’s he doing here?”

“He didn’t say anything. There should be something else, or it wouldn’t
have been so long.” The servant helped Travis to the door.

Then Travis strode into the living room.



Seeing his father coming, Emilio immediately stood up from the sofa:
“Dad, have you seen the video?”

“What video? I was taking a nap, and I didn’t watch anything.” Travis felt
the situation was serious on his son’s face.

Emilio picked up his mobile phone and planned to transfer the video to his
father.

At the same time, Travis opened his mobile phone and saw several missed
calls.

Travis frowned and dialed one of the numbers.

After the call was made, the other party didn’t know what to say, and
Travis’s face changed drastically.

Travis: “Send me the video!”

“Okay, I’ll send it to you.” The person over the phone said, “By the way, as
far as I know, in addition to this video I have, there are many media and
everyone has received this video. I have a good relationship with you, so I
told you privately. I don’t have to publish it, but I am afraid others will
publish it… Someone has already posted, saying that it will be on time at 8
o’clock tonight Breaking news.”

“F*ck!” Travis yelled, “Do me a favor, see who has this video in their
hands, tell me their contact information, and I’ll find them!”

“Okay, I I’ll go check it out for you.”

Travis hung up the phone with a look of anger.

“Dad, take a look at the video!” Emilio opened the video and brought it to
his father, “It was sent to me by a friend who is a media practitioner. It was
said that at the same time, many people received this video.”
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Travis squinted his eyes and watched the video carefully.

“I worked by Travis’s side for fifteen years. I quit my job the year before
last due to injury and returned to my hometown. For more than a year, I
have been tormented in my heart. Every time I close my eyes, there will be
a line of dead souls calling me wrong. …..In the fifteen years I worked with
Travis, I helped him kill 18 people in total, his lover and Jones’s children.
Of course, these Jones’s children were not Travis’s real children. Travis
declared that these were the children of Travis. His child, because he wants
to cover up that he has no reproductive function!”

‘Bang’!

Travis slammed Emilio’s phone to the ground!

But the video on the phone was still playing.

“Eighteen lives, it’s just that he ordered me to kill, he has many
bodyguards, and he also assigned his other bodyguards to kill people… The
women and children who have died in Travis’s hands over the years, it is
estimated that Travis can’t remember how many.”

“Shut up, b*stard! Shut up!” Travis said violently, raised his foot to
Emilio’s phone, and stepped on it several times until the phone stops
making any sound.



Emilio saw his mobile phone scrapped at his father’s feet, and a layer of
cold sweat broke out on his back.

“Dad… calm down.” Emilio looked at his father’s swaying body and
immediately helped him to sit down on the sofa, “These videos have not
been exposed yet. We can buy them back with money.”

Travis raised his hand to support his forehead, panting heavily: “Emilio…
this matter, you can do it! If it is done, I will definitely leave the bulk of the
Jones family’s property to you in the future. If it can’t be done…then I can
only find someone who is more capable…”

“Dad, I’ll do it now.” Emilio finished speaking and put the scrapped mobile
phone on the ground. Pick it up and stride away.

As soon as Emilio left, Travis immediately called his confidant.

“Hurry up and find that b*stard, the traitor! When he left, I gave him a large
amount of hush money! He actually treated me like this! I think he is tired
of living!” Travis planned to kill and silence him, “If you find him, Kill him
immediately!”

“Yes!”

Travis: “Wait a minute! Bring some more people! If he dared to do this, he
must have been bought at a higher price.”

“Don’t worry, I will act carefully!”

…

About two hours later, Emilio gave a report to his father.

This is the price of the recycled video that he contacted the major media
that received the video.

This is the so-called ‘sealing fee’.

After Travis glanced at the report, his blood pressure was soaring.



“F*ck! The lions are talking loudly! I’m slaughtering me like a fool!”

Emilio: “Dad, this matter must not be exposed. If the police intervene…”

“What the h-e-l-l are you doing?! The boss of the police station has a good
relationship! Besides, this is my family’s private matter, who dares to
control me?” Travis’s tone was arrogant and arrogant.

Emilio did not speak. If his father really didn’t care about the exposure of
the video, he wouldn’t be so angry.

“Can’t the price on this be lower?” Travis questioned Emilio after a
moment of silence.

“Dad, I bargained with them. You know, these people usually rely on this to
eat. The content in the video is too exaggerated… So they will inevitably
charge high prices.” Emilio explained.

Travis: “Okay! Very good! I have written down this hatred! I will let people
call them money, and see if they are lucky in the future!”

Emilio understood the meaning of his father’s words.

But for now, it’s business to get the scandal down first.

At 6 o’clock in the evening, the finance department called Travis and said
that all the money had been paid out according to the information on the
list.

Travis lost a lot of money for no reason, and his heartache was unbearable.

He couldn’t even eat dinner.

“Travis, it’s just a little money, it’s a trivial matter.” Margaret comforted,
“When I get the March Medical Prize, I will have more money in the
future.”

“Are you sure you can get the March Medical Prize?” Travis looked very
surprised.



Margaret nodded: “I received the exact news today. It should be me.”
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Travis’s mood suddenly improved. Lost money is treated as bankruptcy.

In the future, he will double his earnings.

……..

After Avery and Professor Greens finished chatting, they came out of the
bookstore without saying a word.

When she got home, he locked herself in the bedroom.

Ben Schaffer wanted to ask her what happened several times, but he was
too embarrassed to ask.

After Ben Schaffer sent Avery home, he called Mike and asked Mike to
come back quickly.

As a result, Mike rushed home and knocked on Avery’s door. He didn’t get
a response, so he didn’t dare to bother.

It was so evening.

“Go and call her out to eat!” Ben Schaffer urged Mike.

Mike shook his head: “I don’t dare. I think Elliot is probably dead. If not,
why didn’t she say a word?”



Ben Schaffer: “You keep saying that, I’m really unhappy! “

Then go and ask! What’s the use of you standing in front of me?” Mike
pushed Ben Schaffer towards Avery’s door, “If you don’t ask, you probably
won’t be able to eat dinner.”

Ben Schaffer took a deep breath With a sigh of relief, his face was red and
his ears were red, he raised his hand in a guilty conscience, and knocked on
the door.

After a while, the door opened.

Avery appeared in front of them.

“Avery, it’s time to eat!” Mike stood behind Ben Schaffer and said to Avery.

Avery responded and walked out of the room.

“Avery, what did that old professor tell you? I’ve been worried all afternoon
since you were gloomy.” Ben Schaffer followed her and walked towards the
dining room.

Avery’s face was gloomy, and she opened her mouth with a trembling tone:
“Professor Greens told me that Margaret’s research direction is
resurrection.”

Mike: “???”

Ben Schaffer: “!!!”

“Margaret may be Take Elliot to do her resurrection technique.” Avery sat
down in the dining chair and looked at the table full of delicacies, without
the slightest appetite.

“What do you mean? Elliot is dead? He was rescued by Margaret? Is that
what you mean?” Mike was at a loss.

“How could Elliot die? Avery was rescued behind him and she was all right,
how could Elliot die?!” Ben Schaffer couldn’t accept Mike’s statement.



Even if Elliot was rescued in the end, Ben Schaffer still couldn’t accept that
he died!

Mike was stopped by Ben Schaffer’s question.

But Mike repeated Avery’s words several times, and that’s what she meant!

“I had this doubt before. Until today, Professor Greens told me that in this
predicament, people who are weak are more likely to endure longer.
Because people with weaker bodies need food and water every day. It’s not
that big on the contrary…”

A man with a strong physique like Elliot could starve to death for three
days without food and water.

However, Professor Greens is not yet sure that Margaret’s experimenter is
Elliot.

Professor Greens told Avery that he would go and find out for her.

Although Avery hasn’t got a definite answer yet, she is already desperate in
her heart.

When Ben Schaffer heard Avery’s words, his heart ached so much that he
couldn’t breathe.

“Is there really a resurrection technique in this world?” Ben Schaffer didn’t
believe it.
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“I’ve never heard of it.” Mike replied, “If there is such a powerful medical
skill, then Margaret can be consecrated! There will be no more dead people
in this world! If Margaret is so awesome, she can collect experimental
corpses at will, and you don’t have to travel all the way from Yonroeville to
bring Elliot back to life!”

Ben Schaffer nodded, then looked at Avery: “Avery, we don’t understand
medicine, you understand?. What do you think about this matter? Is it
true?”

Avery took a breath and shook her head: “I don’t know. It’s beyond my
knowledge. I don’t understand Margaret’s abilities at all. So this matter may
be true or false.”

“You didn’t ask that old professor?” Ben Schaffer asked worriedly, “That
old professor must have read Margaret’s detailed research materials… This
March Medical Award is not a pheasant award…”

“Professor Greens said he hasn’t read Margaret’s research materials.
Because there are too many materials.” Avery lowered her eyes, “Let’s eat
first!”

“It means that Elliot is alive now?” Ben Schaffer continued to ask, “If you
don’t understand this problem, I can’t eat it.”



“If you can’t eat, then go back to the hotel! Don’t interfere with our meal.”
Mike said bluntly, “Avery doesn’t know much now, she must have told us
everything you know. If you didn’t say anything, it means she doesn’t
know. You keep asking her, it will only make her more uncomfortable.”

“I heard that it is alive.” Avery’s eyelashes trembled before picking it up.
Putting down the chopsticks immediately, “But even if it is alive, it is not
the same Elliot as before. Margaret must have moved his body.”

Ben Schaffer received this answer and couldn’t eat it anymore. His
distressed face turned pale.

“Are you all right?” Mike saw that something was wrong with him, and
immediately said with concern, “Actually, as long as he’s still alive, that’s a
good result.”

“Elliot is dead… Can’t you understand what Avery said just now? The real
Elliot is dead. The Elliot who is alive now is just a man made by Margaret.”

Mike listened to his words, With grief, he lost his appetite.

The three sat at the table, none of them in the mood to eat dinner.

The nanny watched from the side, and her heart became heavy.

Not long after, the gate of the yard opened, and a black car drove in.

The nanny immediately reminded: “Hayden is back!”

Mike heard this sentence, remembered something, and said to Avery,
“Hayden helped you get revenge on Travis.”

He wanted Avery to be happy.

“What? Will Hayden be in danger?” Avery was only worried about
Hayden’s safety.

“Don’t worry! Travis is not Hayden’s opponent at all!” Mike turned on his
mobile phone and showed Avery the picture, “This is the Dream Maker



Group Building, and today I will let people broadcast live at the entrance of
the building. Wait for eight o’clock, good show Let’s start!”

“What’s the name of the live broadcast room? I’ll go take a look too.” Ben
Schaffer asked, “What kind of good show is it?”

At that time, Hayden walked in.

“Hayden, come and eat!” Ben Schaffer greeted.

“Uncle Ben.” Hayden put down his schoolbag, walked to the dining room,
called Ben Schaffer, then walked to the faucet next to him and washed his
hands.

“Hayden, what did you do to Travis?” Avery asked, looking in her son’s
direction.

“Let everyone know what kind of person Travis is.” After Hayden finished
calmly, he walked to the dining table and sat down, “Eat! I’m hungry.”

Since Hayden said that he was hungry, others had no appetite and had to
accompany him to eat.

At 8:00 p.m.

The Dream Maker Group Building suddenly lights up!

The entire wall of the building turned into a giant LED screen, and began to
play a video of Travis’s former bodyguard accusing Travis of killing
countless women and children over the years.

This sensational news quickly reached Travis.

Travis turned on his mobile phone and saw the live broadcast on the
Internet.

On the wall of the Dream Maker Group Building, the video was playing in
a loop!
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Travis’s blood pressure ‘swish’, rise!

In the afternoon, he spent so much money to buy all kinds of media. He
thought the video incident was over. Who would have thought that the
Dream Maker Group even had this video! Or, is this video sent to various
media by the Dream Makers Group?

Emilio seemed to understand something when he saw the video played on
the Dream Makers Group Building. So he immediately dialed Avery.

Avery answered the phone quickly.

“Avery, what is your relationship with the Dream Makers Group?” Emilio’s
tone was not angry.

If Travis will finish, Emilio doesn’t care about it.

Emilio has no feelings for this father. All he cares about is the future of the
Jones family.

He is now tied with the Jones family, and both are prosperous. But even if
the Jones family is finished, Emilio will not follow him.

It’s just that, without the halo of the second young master of the Jones
family, his future life is bound to be much poorer.



Avery was watching the video on the Dream Makers Group Building just
now, and she was only halfway through the video.

What Travis did was far beyond her imagination. Bridgedale

“Emilio, did Travis ask you to call me?” Avery asked.

Emilio said, “No. My father is probably losing his temper at home now. He
spent a lot of money in the afternoon, bribing the media and taking back the
video. Because the well-known media in Bridgedale have all received this
video. I thought it was this incident. That’s it, who knows that the Dream
Maker Group also has this video… Now this video is being broadcast on
the building, and it is also being broadcast live on the Internet…”

Emilio added, “Obviously, the Dream Maker group is determined to ruin
my father’s reputation. And you are the only one who has a grudge against
my father.”

Avery: “Yes. The only enemy your father can think of now is me.”

“Avery, I don’t blame you. It was my father who messed with you first.”
Emilio said helplessly.

Avery explained, “Emilio, the only people I want to deal with are your
father and Margaret. Your father has committed a serious crime. He
committed such a heinous crime, but he has been free to this day. Do you
think this is fair to the deceased? Is it right?”

Emilio smiled bitterly, and said, “There has never been absolute fairness in
this world. Before I was recognized by Travis and returned to Jones’s
family, do you know what kind of life I lived? It’s an extravagant hope to
have a full meal. What is the second young master of the Jones family? It’s
ironic! Don’t you think I’m incompetent? Do you think I don’t want to
study as hard as you? It’s ridiculous, I don’t understand at all…The
education I received before and the education I received after returning to
Jones’s house are two completely different things!”

Avery was so shocked that she didn’t know how to answer.



“What’s your relationship with the Dream Makers Group? It is said that the
boss behind the Dream Makers Group is very mysterious. Could that
mysterious person be you?” Emilio asked again.

“Do you know AN Technology? This is the company I started before. I sold
the company a few years ago and put all the money into the Dream Maker
Group.” Avery has never told anyone about this thing.

As Emilio helped her, so she could tell him.

Emilio laughed, “Hehehe… Avery, do you know what Norah said? Norah
said that you have a close relationship with the boss of the dream maker.
Norah is more inclined to make The boss of the Dreamer is someone else,
and you are a waste who can only rely on others.” Emilio couldn’t help
laughing, “If Norah knew that the owner of the Dreammaker Group was
you, she would probably be killed.”

“I just don’t contribute money. The boss of the Dream Makers Group can’t
be counted as me.” Avery replied.

“I see… Avery, do whatever you want! Even if my dad is sentenced to
death, he will still die. I won’t shed a single tear for him.” Emilio breathed a
sigh of relief.
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Avery wanted to say something, but she didn’t know what to say. No matter
how much Emilio hated Travis, Travis was always his biological father.

And Avery would never let Travis go no matter what.

After speaking on the phone, Avery breathed a sigh of relief. Before she
could completely calm down, Travis called.

“Avery, are you messing with me?” Travis gritted his teeth and was furious,
“You know that Elliot is in our hands, but you dare to do this, aren’t you
afraid that I will kill Elliot?”

Avery: “Until Margaret wins the March Medical Prize, Elliot will be fine.”

Travis: “You—”

“And before Margaret wins the March Medical Prize, I will rescue Elliot.
And you, wait for your retribution!” Avery hung up the phone after
finishing speaking.

The same moment.

March Building.

Professor Greens found a CD in the materials that Margaret submitted for
trial.



He put the CD into the computer, and Margaret’s face suddenly appeared on
the computer screen.

Margaret first introduced herself, and then began to introduce her
experiment.

Professor Greens stared at the computer screen without blinking until
Elliot’s face appeared on the screen… Professor Greens immediately
bounced out of his chair!

“Absurd! It is so!”

Professor Greens paused the CD, picked up the phone, and dialed the jury
leader.

“Greens, I asked Margaret about this.” The team leader answered Professor
Greens’ doubts, “Margaret said that she had obtained Elliot’s consent before
using Elliot for the experiment. Elliot personally agreed before he died. Let
Margaret revive him.”

“Is there any evidence?” Professor Greens’s mood was slightly suppressed.

The team leader said calmly, “No. Margaret said that the situation at the
time was too special, everything happened so suddenly, and she didn’t have
time to record the scene with her mobile phone. Margaret didn’t need to tell
this lie. Who do you think earned it by resurrecting a dead person at zero
cost? We have decided to award this year’s March Medical Prize to
Margaret.”

“Ironic! Are you sure her experiment is safe and effective? We didn’t even
read the materials she sent. Did you decide to award her the award?”
Professor Greens blushed because of his excitement, “We haven’t seen
Elliot…”

“Greens, don’t be excited. I have met Elliot. He was indeed resurrected by
Margaret.” The team leader said indifferently, “The award must be awarded
to Margaret. Because it will bring us huge benefits… If we want to continue
this award, there must be someone, who will pay?”



Professor Greens was extremely disappointed, “It turned out to be for the
money… So even if Margaret’s experiment is fake, you decided to award
the award to her. Because this gimmick is big enough, it will cause heated
discussions. You can also let the rich take the initiative to send money to
you…If this is the case, then I will withdraw from the jury.”

The team leader: “Greens, you are too lofty.”

Professor Greens: “You are in vain. Physician!”

The team leader: “Then stick to your beliefs and eat it!”

At eleven o’clock in the evening, Avery received a call from Professor
Greens.

“Avery, I’m sorry. I may not be able to help you.” Professor Greens sighed
heavily, “I have withdrawn from the jury of the March Medical Award.”
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After Professor Greens explained the reason, Avery was not surprised.

Avery: “You haven’t met Elliot?”

Professor Greens: “No. Margaret made a private agreement with the leader
of our organizing committee. Margaret’s award should be a sure thing.”

“How can I find Elliot?” Avery murmured.

Professor Greens: “Sorry, I’ve already told you everything I know, and I
don’t know anything else.”

Avery: “It’s okay… Thank you very much.”

After speaking on the phone, Avery raised her head slightly to prevent tears
from falling.

Elliot is still alive.

Elliot is still alive! But, Avery doesn’t know what he looks like now.

Avery couldn’t guess whether Elliot still remembered her and their children.

On the Internet, because the Dream Maker Group Building kept playing
videos, it immediately caused heated discussions.



——This melon directly fed me! If what the video says is true, then this is
too scary!

——Dreammaker Group and MH Medicine are not the same industry! How
did these two get hooked up? By the way, who is the boss of the Dream
Maker Group? Never heard of it!

——The boss of the Dream Maker Group is very low-key. After the Dream
Maker’s car caught fire, the boss didn’t come out for an interview! But now,
in order to tear Travis apart, he directly uses the company building to
expose Travis’s old bottom! I suggest that Travis also come out and explode
the old bottom of the dreamer’s boss!

——The one upstairs is really lacking in great virtue! But I like it!

——Will this wave of Travis be jailed? His former bodyguard captain
reported it with his real name! I can’t help but watch the video more than a
dozen times, Travis is really a beast!

——I don’t think it’s entirely Travis’s problem. If it wasn’t for those
women who gave birth to children and lied to him that it was his, he
wouldn’t have killed them, right? Those women deserve it! Of course, the
child is innocent.

——Simply answering the question of whether Travis will go to jail.
According to the laws of our Bridgedale, Travis is over 70 years old. Even
if he breaks the law, he can use many means to escape prison. However, if
the crime he committed was particularly egregious and was condemned to
death, then it wasn’t a matter of jail time, it was the death penalty. All in all,
he won’t go to jail. He is either deadly guilty or has no effect.

——I suggest that the families of the victims unite and deal with Travis
together! Fight for the death penalty! This kind of person who has lost his
conscience has let him live to his seventies. If he has no influence, does that
mean that as long as he has money, he can do whatever he wants?

…



The Jones family.

Travis took his mobile phone and checked the trend on the Internet, his
blood pressure rose with anger.

After Margaret measured his blood pressure, she brought him
antihypertensive drugs.

“Travis, don’t watch it.” Margaret advised, “Even if everything in the video
is true, it won’t really affect you.”

“Those mindless things on the Internet are fanning the flames.” Travis
doesn’t want to think badly, but the people who want to deal with him are
the dream maker group.

Travis could not be afraid.

“Margaret, didn’t you say that Elliot is in your hands, aren’t you afraid of
Avery? Can you call Avery and ask her to remove the video?” After Travis
took the antihypertensive medicine, he looked at Margaret, “Margaret, I’m
not mean to you, right? How much have I spent on you all these years?
Even if you don’t love me, you wouldn’t want to see me die, right?”

“Travis, what are you talking about?” Margaret held his hand and
comforted him, “I just think Avery can’t bring you down.”

“She and the Dream Makers Group are one, she is possible Down with
me!” Anxiety and irritability emerged in Travis’s eyes.

Margaret doesn’t need Travis now, nor will she need his money in the
future.
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It’s just that Margaret lives in his home now.

If Margaret doesn’t help him now, is it possible for Travis to call the
bodyguard to kill Margaret like he killed his former girlfriend?

Margaret can’t die now. She hasn’t won the March Medal yet!

“Then I’ll call Avery now, don’t be afraid.” Margaret turned around, walked
to the other side of the bed, and picked up the phone from the bedside table.

Travis immediately walked to Margaret’s side and stared at Margaret on the
phone.

Under the pressure of Travis, Margaret dialed Avery’s number.

Avery answered in seconds.

“Avery, Elliot is in my hands now. If you don’t want him to have any
accident, then remove all the things that are not good for Travis!” Margaret
was afraid that Travis would be worried, so she turned on the speakerphone.

“Didn’t you hide? I thought you were all waiting for the award and
wouldn’t care about anything.” Avery said, “I heard that your greatest wish
in life is to win the March Medical Award. Going to Travis is just to take
advantage of him! When you get the award, you will definitely not marry
him. You have also seen the video exposed today, such a murderous old
man is not attractive to you at all…”



Margaret’s fingers holding the phone couldn’t help shaking!

Every word Avery said was the truth. But Margaret can’t tear up with Travis
now, if Travis is crazy, he will really kill her. So she didn’t dare to look at
Travis’s face, and immediately yelled at the phone: “Avery! Travis and I are
truly in love, so we decided to get married. No matter whether I win the
March Medical Award or not, I will marry Travis. If you talk nonsense
again, do you believe that I will let you never see Elliot in the future?”

“Really in love? What do you love Travis? Do you love him for being
ruthless, murdering without blinking, or for his physical defects? Margaret,
it’s enough to lie to Travis with such pretty words, what are you lying to me
for? If you dare to touch Elliot, I will make it impossible for you to leave
the March Building alive when you get the prize!”

Avery’s words made Travis feel angry. Squirting a mouthful of old blood.
He couldn’t help coughing violently!

Seeing this, Margaret immediately hung up the phone.

…

Avery didn’t expect to hear Travis’s voice.

Although it was just a cough, this sound made the blood in Avery’s body
boil!

So late, Margaret and Travis are together.

Does it mean that Margaret is at Travis’s house?

Avery immediately got off the bed, knocked on Mike’s door, and told Mike
of his plans.

…….

Jones family.



Travis coughed violently for a while because he was in a hurry and coughed
up blood.

The servant was very frightened when he saw it: “Ms. Gomez, do you want
to send the master to the hospital?”

Margaret knew that Travis was just angry, and the problem was not serious.

“Travis, do you want to go to the hospital?” Margaret approached Travis
and said, “What Avery said was just to satirize me. She can’t see your
goodness, but I can see it. I really want to marry you and live with you in
the future.”

Travis looked at Margaret’s face and discerned the truth of her words.

“Then let’s get married before you win the award.” Travis said of his
decision, “This way I can believe that you really love me. Instead of taking
advantage of me.”
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Margaret cursed Avery a thousand times ten thousand times in her heart. If
it wasn’t for Avery’s words just now, Travis would never doubt her
suddenly.

If Margaret knew earlier, she wouldn’t hide in Travis’s house.

Bridgedale is so big and Margaret can hide anywhere. She can stay safe
until the day of the March Medical Award!

Thinking of this, Margaret was so angry that her temples hurt.

Margaret: “Travis, you don’t believe me, I’m very sad.”

“It’s not that I don’t believe you. Margaret, you can’t be too greedy. Over
the years, I have unconditionally supported your cause. Although it is also
for my own selfishness, but you can’t cross the river and demolish the
bridge! You’re about to realize your dream, if you really won the prize and
kicked me out, wouldn’t I make a wedding dress for others?”

Travis would like to thank Avery for reminding himself.

He has always believed in Margaret in particular.

The medicine he took every day was provided by Margaret, so he
subconsciously did not allow himself to doubt Margaret.

If Margaret really wanted to poison Travis, he would have died long ago.



However, he also knew that Margaret’s kindness and gentleness to him
before were all because he could still provide her with research funds.

Margaret is about to receive an award soon, and she may not continue to do
research in the future. Furthermore, after she got the award, she really
wanted to invest, and there must be a lot of rich people willing to invest in
her.

“If that’s the case, then do as you said.” Margaret agreed immediately, and
then changed the subject, “Do you want to go to the hospital for a
checkup?”

“No need. You agreed to my request, and I feel much better.” Travis held
Margaret’s hand with both hands, as if he was afraid that she would be
unhappy, so he explained, “Margaret, in the video that was exposed tonight,
that bodyguard The words…not exactly true. The reason I’m getting rid of
those women and kids is because I’ve been deceived. They’ve been
cheating money and care from me since pregnancy, and I was really stupid
and I foolishly believed their words, thinking that the child they were
carrying was mine. I only found out how cunning and shameless these
women were after I divorced a certain ex-wife!”

Travis scolded those d*mn women.

Margaret was not interested in these at all, but nodded in understanding.

“Travis, it’s already very late, you should rest early. I still have something
to talk to my assistant. I’ll come to sleep with you when I’m done.”
Margaret took Travis to his master bed room.

As soon as Margaret came out of the room, Travis immediately picked up
his mobile phone, called the bodyguard at home, and instructed the
bodyguard that Margaret would not be allowed to step out of Jones’s house
without his permission in the future!

Before getting married, Travis couldn’t let Margaret run away.



Margaret walked into the yard with her mobile phone and dialed the
assistant. In fact, she had nothing to tell the assistant, she just wanted to
come out and get some air.

But not long after she came out, several bodyguards suddenly appeared at
the gate of the courtyard. Their eyes stared boldly and directly in her
direction, obviously to guard her.

Travis is trying to put her under house arrest?

Margaret hung up the phone angrily.

Her life has been affected because of Avery!

Although winning the award is no problem, but her mood has been
destroyed.

Avery couldn’t deal with her, so she dealt with Travis. Avery guessed that
Travis was having a hard time and wouldn’t make her feel better, right?

About 40 minutes later, a dozen black sedans stopped in front of Jones’s
house.

When the Jones family bodyguard saw this battle, he immediately reported
to Travis.

Travis was helped off the bed, walked out tremblingly, and looked at the
gate of the courtyard –

who sent this?
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Margaret did not come out with Travis, but she knew who was coming.

She was in the master bedroom, relying on the curtains to cover up, paying
close attention to the situation at the gate of the courtyard.

After more than a dozen black sedans stopped, the doors were pushed open,
and people in black came out of the cars and surrounded the gate of Jones’s
house.

After a while, Avery’s face appeared in Margaret’s eyes.

The street lamps illuminate Avery’s face and the hatred in her eyes!

Margaret knew that she could not escape.

During the phone call tonight, Travis coughed, revealing that Margaret had
been hiding in Jones’s house.

“Avery! Why did you bring so many people to my house at night?! I
thought it was the police who came to arrest me! Haha!” Travis said
sarcastically, pushing away the servant who was supporting him, wanting to
show himself.

“You will naturally have the police come to you.” Avery’s eyes fell on
Travis’s face indifferently, “Hand over Margaret! Otherwise, don’t blame
me for tearing down your home tonight!”



Avery’s voice settled, the bodyguards beside her showed their weapons one
by one.

Travis looked at the scene in front of him, his eyes were as round as a
tambourine.

If he were a few decades younger, he would definitely fight with Avery!

Probably because he is older, he is not as impulsive as when he was young.

“Margaret is not with me! Don’t you believe me?” Travis yelled loudly.

Travis wanted Margaret to hide quickly. If Margaret is really handed over,
what Avery will do to Margaret is not certain.

“Travis, you don’t have to speak for me anymore.” After Travis’s voice was
settled, Margaret put on her coat and strode out.

Margaret swayed and walked to Avery with a calm face.

Travis walked to Margaret’s side and asked in a low voice, “Why did you
come out? Aren’t you afraid of death?”

“Travis, Elliot is still in my hands, how could I die? Unless Avery doesn’t
want Elliot anymore…” Margaret said, smiling at Travis, “You arrange our
wedding well, don’t worry about other things. And your scandal, I will let
Avery solve it for you.”

Travis looked suspicious, but seeing Margaret’s full of confidence, he
decided to believe her.

“Avery, don’t you just want to see Elliot? I originally planned to wait until
the March Medical Award is over before letting you meet, but I didn’t
expect you to be so anxious! Since things have turned out like this, I’ll take
you there now to see Elliot.”

After Margaret finished speaking, she walked out of the Jones’s compound.



Avery watched Margaret come out, and the stone hanging in her heart fell
quietly.

Tonight, she will be able to see Elliot! And it’s not just about seeing.

Because, she will definitely take Elliot back from Margaret!

Margaret got into Avery’s car.

Margaret sat in the back seat, and Bodyguard, Ali sat beside her and
monitoring her.

Avery sat in the front passenger seat, looked at Margaret from the rearview
mirror, and asked, “Where is Elliot?”

“There is a blue building on the street behind MH Medical Building. Elliot
is in that blue building.” Margaret replied, “Avery, if Elliot doesn’t want to
go with you, you can’t force him to take him. Let’s go?”

“Why doesn’t he want to come with me?” Avery frowned and shouted,
“Margaret, what did you do to him?”
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Margaret stared at Avery, and asked, “What did I do to him? If it wasn’t for
me, I’m afraid he has become a pile of rotten flesh now. I saved his life.”

“Margaret, if you were so kind and really saved his life, why did you hide it
and not inform me?” Avery didn’t believe Margaret’s words at all.

Margaret seemed to have expected her to say this, so she answered calmly:
“This is the first time I have conducted an experiment on a human body.
Even if it is successful, I have to observe his follow-up situation. If I tell
you, you will definitely be taken him away immediately…So I decided to
use him.”

Avery: “Aren’t you sure you can get the award now?”

“How do you know?” When Margaret talked about this, she was in a better
mood.

Avery: “I know Professor Greens.”

“Oh, that old man! I asked him to meet him before. He’s a tough guy. And
he doesn’t believe I can bring people back to life… All I can say is, He is
very ignorant.” Margaret said arrogantly, “The world is constantly
changing, and medicine is constantly improving…”

Avery sneered, “Since you can bring people back to life, why do you only
have a successful case of Elliot? In this world, so many people die every



day, you revive them all or did you use a lot of dead people, but only Elliot
succeeded?”

Margaret: “No. I used animal experiments before. Elliot is the first human
body for my experiment. Do you think the cost of resurrecting a person is
very low?”

“Are you asking me for the resurrection fee? Okay, wait until I see Elliot
and confirm that he is ok, then how much you want, I’ll give it to you.”
Avery didn’t believe that Elliot was intact, so she said this on purpose.

If Margaret was sitting upright, how could she be afraid that she would take
Elliot away?

If Elliot really died, and Margaret really resurrected him, Avery couldn’t
thank her in time, how could she tear her face off with her?

“All the expenses of my laboratory come from Travis. Including the money
I spend on Elliot, also comes from Travis. Avery, take down that video!
Otherwise, you will retaliate.”

“I haven’t seen Elliot yet. Based on your one-sided words, how can I be
sure that you are kind to Elliot?” Avery said, looking towards the road
ahead.

In a short while, They will arrive at the MH Medical Building.

There was indeed a blue building on the street behind the building.

Avery had seen this blue building. But never noticed what the house was
for.

“Margaret, doesn’t Elliot remember what happened in the past?” Avery’s
anxiety made her more and more breathless.

“To be honest, I don’t know what’s going on in his mind. I’m only
responsible for resurrecting him, and the rest are out of my control.”
Margaret looked indifferent.



“But you said he might not be willing to come with me, why?” Avery asked
the biggest doubt in her heart, “How did you resurrect him? What’s the
reason?”

“It’s not clear in a few words. Let’s talk about it after you meet Elliot!”
Margaret said slowly, “When you meet Elliot, let’s see how he reacts!”

Avery also wanted to know how she would react after seeing Elliot.

Mike sat in the driver’s seat and glanced at Avery.

“No matter what, he is alive, it is always a happy event. Don’t frown, can
he still mutate? Isn’t he still a person?” Mike comforted.

Margaret couldn’t help laughing.

“Why are you laughing? If we are not satisfied with your resurrected Elliot,
we won’t be able to eat you.” Mike glared at Margaret.

The smile on Margaret’s face suddenly disappeared.

After a while, the car stopped in front of the blue building.

Avery immediately opened the car door and prepared to get out of the car.

“Avery, wait. Let Margaret get off first.” Mike said cautiously, “We haven’t
been here before, so it’s better to be careful.”

Avery took a deep breath and looked at Margaret: “Get off!”

Avery immediately pulled Margaret out of the car and escorted her to the
front.

“Avery, you will regret being so rude to me.” Margaret sneered.

“Stop talking nonsense. If Elliot is not here, if you play any tricks, I will
send you to see the King of H-e-l-l tonight!” Mike threatened sharply.
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Margaret pursed her red lips and strode towards the entrance door.

The others followed and entered the blue building together.

When entering the elevator, Avery’s heart was beating violently.

All the excitement turned into nervousness, anxiety and fear.

Avery clearly wanted to see Elliot so much, but now she was afraid to see
him.

Afraid that Elliot is different from what she imagined, and that the situation
after the meeting is beyond her control.

For example, if Elliot insisted on being with Margaret and refused to go
with her, what should she do?

With a ‘ding’ sound, the elevator stopped at the designated floor.

The elevator door opened slowly, and Margaret took the lead and walked
out.

This should be a residential building.

After getting out of the elevator, they came to a door.

Margaret pressed the doorbell, and soon, someone came to open the door.



It was a young girl who came to open the door. When she saw Margaret,
she also saw Avery and her party.

“Mom, you…Are you okay?” The girl called Margaret ‘Mom’.

Avery immediately guessed that this might be Margaret’s home?

“I’m fine. They’re here to find Elliot. Is Elliot asleep?” Margaret pushed
open the door and entered the room.

Avery followed with big strides into the room.

“He just fell asleep.” The girl supported Margaret and asked in a low voice,
“Mom, are they here to take Elliot away? They look so fierce.”

“Don’t be afraid. They dare not do anything to us.” Margaret comforted,
turned around and looked at Avery, “Elliot is asleep, why don’t you come
back tomorrow morning?”

“Which room does he live in? I want to see him.” Avery couldn’t just leave
like this.

She managed to find it here. What if Margaret secretly hides Elliot when
she leaves tonight?

Margaret stretched out her hand and pointed to a room: “Go and see!”

Avery almost rushed over without thinking.

Mike and Ali took Avery by one arm and stopped her.

“Let Ali go first.” Mike said.

Avery exhaled and watched Mike walk towards the room.

“What are you afraid of?” Margaret’s daughter quickly walked to the door
of the room and pushed it open, “There is no one else in it except him.”

The light from the living room entered the guest room.



Avery saw a person lying on the big bed in the guest room.

Even if the person was lying down, she could recognize it at a glance, it was
Elliot.

Avery’s defenses collapsed. With tears in her eyes, she pushed Ali away and
rushed into the room.

Avery’s footsteps were too fast, which woke the person on the bed.

Elliot opened his eyes and looked at Avery –

Ali saw that Elliot opened his eyes, so he quickly turned on the light in the
room.
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The light was dazzling, Elliot raised his palm in conditioned reflex to block
the light in front of him.

Avery burst into tears when she saw his familiar face and his movements.

“Elliot, I finally found you. Do you still remember me?” Avery stood by the
bed, looking at him, his voice choked, “I’m Avery.”

Elliot removed his hand from his eyes, his eyes were calm and indifferent
looking at Avery.

In his eyes, there was no longer a deep star. His eyes seemed to be covered
with a layer of mist, making it impossible to guess what he was thinking.

He seemed to be isolated from everyone, he didn’t seem to be able to feel
joy or sorrow, he seemed to be… a dummy!

“Elliot! Don’t you f*cking remember anything?” Mike couldn’t help but
curse when he saw this scene, “You’ve been missing for the past two
months, do you know how Avery’s life was? She looked for you in
Yonroeville, she went back to Aryadelle to find you, and after she searched
both countries, she came to Bridgedale to find you… She opens her eyes
and thinks of you every day, and it’s you when she closes her eyes. In order
to find you, she was going crazy, but you were lying here happily, enjoying
the care of a young woman, you are really comfortable!”



Avery frowned, looked sideways, and used her eyes to stop Mike from
continuing to speak.

Mike pursed his thin lips and exhaled heavily. He said so much to Elliot just
now, but Elliot didn’t respond.

He continued to yell at Elliot, but nothing would come of it. He clenched
his fists and strode out of the room.

As soon as Mike came out, he met Margaret, who was standing at the door
watching the excitement.

He grabbed Margaret’s neck with one hand, tightened his fingers slightly,
and roared, “Why did he lose his memory?! Did you cheat on him?”

“Let go of my mother! Elliot didn’t lose his memory. He didn’t lose his
memory!” Margaret’s daughter exclaimed.

In the room, Avery was stunned when she heard these words.

Elliot didn’t lose his memory…he didn’t lose his memory! But why, his
eyes, his expression, so unfamiliar?

Avery quickly walked to the door of the room, closed the door, and locked
it.

Outside the door, everyone watched this scene and gasped.

The two of them are locked in a room now, what will happen? No one can
guess.

“Margaret!” Mike aimed at Margaret, dragged her to the sofa, trapped her,
and forced her to ask, “What the h-e-l-l is going on with Elliot now? Since
he doesn’t lose his memory, why does he seem to be a different person?”

“I told you very clearly in the car before that Elliot was already dead.”
Margaret explained, “Now this Elliot was resurrected by me using special
methods.”



“What did you do? Bring him back to life? If you don’t make it clear, I will
kill you now! No one will know that this Elliot is not the old Elliot.” Mike
showed murderous intent.

Margaret looked at Mike’s furious appearance, and alarm bells were ringing
in her heart.

Mike is not Avery. If Avery threatened her like this, Margaret would
definitely not be so afraid.

Margaret is not familiar with Mike, and if Mike is really someone who is
not serious, and her life is ruined in his hands, it is not worth it!

“You let go, let go! I…I say!” Margaret grabbed Mike’s wrist with both
hands, trying to push his hand away.
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Mike heard her words and immediately let go: “Hurry up! I’m not as good
at talking as Avery!”

“I developed a technology that activates the nerves of the brain… This
technology is to place a special device in the brain stem of the brain…
Through this device, it stimulates his brain stem to recover Normal
function… This technology, only I understand. I can remotely control the
device in his head, I can end his life at any time… So, you better be polite
to me! Otherwise, I can kill Foster at any time!”

“Then I will kill you now. The big deal is to keep your device in Foster’s
head…” Mike showed murderous intent again.

“If the device fails, who will fix it for him? If you kill me, you will kill him
indirectly. After all, my technology is not mature. There may be problems at
any time.” Margaret complained loudly, “Elliot did not lose his memory!
After I resurrected him, I told him about his situation, he just couldn’t
accept it. Now that Avery is here, maybe Avery can revive him!”

Margaret shouted, for fear that Mike would get angry and say yes.

In the room.

Avery sat by the bed and held Elliot’s big palm tightly.

His hands were warm. Feeling his warm body temperature, she was filled
with gratitude.



“Elliot, they said you didn’t have amnesia, then you should remember that
we went to Yonroeville to find Hazel together, but we were designed by
Katalina and trapped in the basement in the suburbs. Do you still remember
that you told me in the basement at that time? What did you say?” Avery
took his big palm with both hands and put it to her mouth.

She wanted to cry so much, but she resisted it.

“We made an agreement that if we can escape from the basement, we will
never quarrel again. We will live a good life and raise our children together.
No matter what misunderstandings we encounter in the future, we will
unconditionally trust each other and we agreed. Did you forget?”

Elliot’s eyes gradually filled with emotion. He looked at the tears in her
eyes, and the memory in his mind seemed to be awakened.

“Elliot, I’m here to take you home. Would you like to come with me? The
children miss you very much, and Layla and Robert have been waiting for
you to go back. Hayden doesn’t hate you so much anymore. This time to
find you, Hayden also helped a lot.” Avery begged in a low voice, “Can you
say something? Elliot, I beg you…you talk to me…I haven’t seen you for a
long time. Hearing your voice, I really miss you.”

Speaking of emotion, her tears fell on his fingers.

Elliot was scalded by her hot tears. He wanted to withdraw his hand, but his
body did not move.

“Avery, I’m already dead.” His Adam’s apple moved up and down, making
a hoarse voice, “I’m just a useless body now.”

“You nonsense!” Avery interrupted him crying, “Your voice is still the same
as before, and your breath has not changed. You are a living person! I said
you are, you are! Follow me, we will not work in the future, I will
accompany you every day, we’ll stay at home together and no one can break
us up!”

Avery took his arm, trying to pull him out of bed. But his body didn’t move.



As Margaret said, Elliot didn’t seem willing to go with Avery.

“Elliot, I brought a lot of bodyguards here today. If you don’t get out of bed
and follow me, I will let someone in and tie you back!” Avery threatened
Elliot with red eyes.

Elliot raised his eyes and looked at Avery.

Avery’s eyes told him that she was here for real. She does what she says!

A few seconds later, she lifted the thin quilt on his body, lifted his long legs,
and got out of bed.

Avery held his big palm tightly and took him out of the room.
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When they came out, everyone was stunned.

Later, seeing the two of them holding hands tightly, everyone immediately
understood Elliot’s choice.

He did not lose his memory, so he decided to go with Avery.

“Avery, I have no problem with you taking him away. After all, he has his
own consciousness, but I hope you can be clear that he is not the Elliot he
used to be. His life is in my hands. I let him live, he Just live. I let him die,
and I can let him die at any time. So, be polite to me in the future.”

Margaret had a tough attitude and reminded Avery.

Avery: “Really? His life is in your hands?”

She was in the room just now and didn’t hear what Margaret said to Mike.

Mike explained: “Margaret said that she had installed a device in Elliot’s
brain that could stimulate brain cells. I don’t understand it anyway, but what
she said was amazing… She said she could remotely control the device in
Elliot’s brain. It is equivalent to putting a time bomb in Elliot’s mind, and
the remote control is in her hands.”

Margaret: “Avery, your little valet is right. That’s what he meant, it was
from his mouth. It’s ugly to say. I resurrected Elliot to win awards. As long
as you don’t provoke me again in the future, I won’t kill Elliot.”



Avery couldn’t accept such a resurrection method, much less she would like
Elliot to die.

“Margaret, if you told me about his situation from the beginning, I would
not ‘provocate’ you again and again! Regarding the situation you said, wait
until I take him back and check for him before making a judgment.” Avery
finished speaking and left with Elliot.

Her bodyguards also quickly evacuated.

The room quickly quieted down.

Margaret’s daughter, Emmy Gomez looked at her mother unwillingly:
“Mom, why did you let Elliot go so easily?”

“It’s useless for me to keep him. I’m already sure that I can win the March
Medical Prize.” Margaret said while leaning lazily on the sofa, “Emmy, you
have worked hard for me this time.”

“Mom, as long as you ask me to do, I am willing to do it, why bother?”
Emmy told Margaret Pour a glass of water.

Margaret took the water glass, took a sip of water, and said with
satisfaction: “Emmy, If I get the March Medical Award, the Award money
will be given to you. You can use it to buy a house or a car.”

Emmy: “Mom, why are you giving me so much money?”

“It’s not a lot of money. I guess you’ll lose it if you buy a better house.”
Margaret put down the water glass, “You need to work hard on your own
for the rest of your life. When I win the award, I will retire. I can’t help you
in the future.”

Emmy: “Mom, don’t worry about me, I will find a job and support myself.”

Margaret: “You can also find a man.”

Emmy shook her head: “Men are unreliable.”



Margaret laughed, “Hahaha! Are you influenced by me? There is still love
in this world. Look at Avery and Elliot.”

Emmy muttered, “Then It was Avery who was lucky and met Elliot.
Whoever meets a man like Elliot is lucky.”

Margaret saw her daughter’s thoughts, “You don’t like Elliot, do you? You
haven’t seen him before.”

Emmy: “I searched for his videos on the Internet. He used to be more
attractive.”

“He is indeed very attractive to most women. After all, he has status and
blessings. It is estimated that in your opinion, his whole person exudes
golden light. But how can he be so easy to control? Emmy, give up your
fantasy, if you are looking for a partner, I hope you find an ordinary man.
As long as you are nice to you, that’s fine.”

Emmy nodded: “Mom, I know I am not worthy of Elliot. I will listen to
you.”

Margaret: “I’ll accompany you to see the house tomorrow.”
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“Mom, why do you have to buy a house? Is it not good to live in this old
house? I want to live here.” Emmy Confused.

Margaret laughed: “I want you to live in a better house. It’s very late today,
you go to bed!”

Emmy: “Mom, do you want to go back to Jones’s house? If you go back to
Jones’s house, then I’ll take you there.”

Margaret shook her head, “It’s too late, I don’t want to move. I’ll just call
Travis and say it later.”

…

On the way back, Avery and Elliot sat in the back seat of the car, Mike
drove, and Ali sat in the passenger seat.

“I didn’t expect Margaret to be married for the second time.” Ali said,
breaking the dull atmosphere in the carriage.

“Margaret is in her sixties. Who knows whether it will be a second or third
marriage… Fourth marriage is also possible.” Mike answered.

Avery replied, “Margaret should be the first marriage. I heard that she never
got married because of my mentor. And her daughter is so old, if she was
married, no one would say she was never married. Her daughter doesn’t
look like Margaret. It should be Margaret’s adopted child.”



“It makes sense for you to say so. That girl and Margaret have nothing in
common.” Mike said, looking from the rearview mirror and glanced at
Elliot, “Elliot, what are you thinking about now? I’m very curious… You
have been resurrected for so long, why didn’t you contact us? If we don’t
find you, you will to live forever in that blue house?”

Avery has been holding Elliot’s hand tightly. After Mike’s voice settled, she
felt his hand move slightly.

“Mike, go to the hospital.” Avery was worried about Elliot’s physical
condition.

She must go to the hospital now and give him a brain examination to see if
it is really what Margaret said.

“Oh, yes!” Mike responded immediately.

Elliot quickly took his hand out of Avery’s hand. The expression on his face
became tense and apprehensive.

Avery watched the expression change on his face.

“Elliot, don’t be afraid. No matter what your current situation is, I will
accompany you.” Avery reassured her softly.

“Don’t go to the hospital.” Elliot frowned, tears welling up in his eyelashes,
and said with difficulty, “I won’t go.”

“Then I won’t go.” Avery tried to understand the fear in his heart, and said
distressedly, “Elliot, we have to go home first. When you are willing to go
to the hospital in the future, we will go to the hospital.”

Twenty minutes later, the car arrived home.

Avery took Elliot out of the car.

In the living room, Hayden came out. When he saw Elliot, a subtle feeling
made him feel uncomfortable.



The once mighty, proud and conceited man seems to have left. Now Elliot
has become a completely different person.

When Hayden looked at Elliot, Elliot also saw Hayden.

The eyes of the father and son met in the cold night, there was no edge and
no fire.

Avery was worried that Hayden would make Elliot look bad or say
something ugly, so she let go of Elliot’s hand and strode towards Hayden.

She pulled Hayden to the side and whispered, “Hayden, your father’s
condition is very bad. He doesn’t even want to come back with me. I forced
him to come back. Please, don’t speak harshly to him.”
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“What happened to him?” When Hayden asked this sentence, the corner of
his eye glanced at Elliot.

Avery told his son the truth,”Margaret said that your father died before, and
what we see now is your father who was resurrected by Margaret. I want to
take him to the hospital for examination, but he is very resistant to going to
the hospital now. Someone so proud of him will definitely not be able to
accept what he is like now.”

Hayden said with mixed feelings: “Even if he died before, isn’t he alive
now?”

Avery: “He has a special device in his brain. It is controlled by Margaret.”

Hayden’s lips moved, what he wanted to say, but he didn’t say anything.

This is too incredible, beyond Hayden’s acceptance range.

If the future life is controlled by others, it is better to die.

Hayden was in a chaotic mood.

When Elliot became like this, of course Hayden would not oppose Elliot
again.

It’s just that Hayden didn’t know how to deal with it.



He turned around and entered the room, hurried back to the room, and
closed the door.

Avery walked up to Elliot and held his hand again: “Hayden has to get up
early for school tomorrow, so he will go back to his room to rest first. He
won’t hate you as much as before. If you stay with me in the future, I won’t
let you leave me, and I won’t let you be wronged.”

After the two entered the room, Mike watched them enter the master
bedroom.

When the door to the master bedroom closed, Mike breathed a sigh of
relief.

It seemed like a long nightmare, and now, the nightmare finally woke up.

Mike went back to his room, turned on his phone, and sent Chad a message:
[Your boss is back. Do you want to see his photo?]

When Chad saw his message, he excitedly replied: [Hurry up! How is my
boss? Is he good?]

Mike: [It’s no use thinking about it. He has been returned to his room by
God.]

Chad: [Are you kidding me? Forget it. I don’t care about you in general!
Can you answer the phone now?]

Mike: [Tired…don’t want to talk.]

Chad: [Isn’t typing more tiring than talking on the phone?]

Mike: [Speaking requires moving my entire chest, while typing only
requires moving my fingers. Of course, speaking is more tiring.]

Chad: [Oh…I think you’re trying to whet my appetite. You’d better hold
back, I’ll buy a ticket right away and go to Bridgedale to see my boss.]



Mike: [I advise you not to come. Your boss doesn’t want to meet people at
all.]

Chad: [Why? What’s wrong with my boss? Please talk on the phone. ]

After Chad sent this message, he called Mike.

Without thinking, Mike hung up the phone. Then posted a video.

Chad answered in seconds.

It was 11:00 p.m. in Aryadelle, and Chad was still at work.

“What the hell is going on? Why doesn’t my boss want to meet people?
Could it be that he is disfigured?” Chad’s brain was wide open.

“He is not ruined, but he is still so handsome.” Mike leaned on the head of
the bed, teasing, “I guess he will not be able to go to work in the future. I
heard from Avery that he will not be allowed to work in the future.”

“Why?” Chad can’t wait for now Just fly to Bridgedale and figure things
out.

Mike: “Because he’s not the Elliot he used to be.”
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“What are you talking about? Why can’t I understand?” Chad suspected
that he had auditory hallucinations, so he reached out his hand and slapped
himself in the face.

Mike: “???”

“Why isn’t my boss the former Elliot? Mike, if you don’t make it clear to
me, I’ll really buy a plane ticket to go to Bridgedale right away.” Chad’s
cheeks hurt, and he was sure he wasn’t dreaming.

Mike: “Margaret said he died before. Now he was resurrected by Margaret.”

“Pfft!!” Chad was shocked and dumbfounded.

Mike said lazily, “Your boss is like a robot now, and the remote control is in
Margaret’s hands. Isn’t it scary? So your boss is a bit autistic now. If I were
him, I guess I wouldn’t be much better. “

It’s so scary?” Chad was saddened to death, “What should I do? It won’t
work like this. My boss hates being threatened the most. Is there any way
for Avery to help him?”

“Avery has never heard of Margaret’s resurrection technique. She said that
there is never any way to bring people back to life… So, she should not be
able to help your boss.” Mike told him to give up his fantasies. “Look for
the best. At least your boss is still alive. It’s better than dead. If he died, he
would have nothing.



“I won’t feel happy anymore.” Chad said and put down the phone.

Chad took off his glasses and reached out to wipe his tears.

“Chad, you can’t be!” Mike put away his joking attitude, “He is alive now,
although I don’t know how medically determines his condition, but with the
naked eye, he is not mentally normal. He doesn’t look any different from
before.”

“A man is alive, if he is not breathing, he is alive. Besides, as you said, it is
not clear how the medical science determines his condition, in case the
medical science does not recognize him as alive. What should I do?” Chad
said more and more sadly.

Mike: “Don’t cry. I told you to reassure you, not to make you cry. I think
Avery is much stronger than you. Avery doesn’t cry like you do.”

…

In the bathroom of Master bedroom, the sound of water clattered.

Warm water fell down Avery’s head, flushing the tears from her eyes.

Elliot was lying on her bed, but Avery was getting more and more sad.

The current Elliot was incomplete, even if he looked like a normal person,
he was not the Elliot he used to be after all.

Avery wanted to turn him into the former Elliot, but after thinking about it,
she didn’t have that ability.

She couldn’t do it at all. She couldn’t do it even if she looked at Elliot in
such a state of depression.

Time passed by, and after half an hour in the bathroom, she was afraid that
Elliot would be suspicious of waiting too long, so she quickly dried her
body, put on her pajamas, and walked out.



She saw that the sheets on the bed were crumpled into a ball, Elliot held his
head in his hands, choked painfully in his throat, and his whole body was
curled up…

“Elliot! What’s the matter with you?” Avery quickly ran to the bedside,
took his arm, and cried outanxiously, “Do you have a headache? Why is
this? Do you have a headache every day?”

Shortness of breath, chest heaving rapidly.

Elliot was in so much pain! Couldn’t answer her question at all.

“Elliot, don’t be afraid. I’ll contact Margaret right away. She must know
what’s going on.” Avery released his arm, found the phone, and turned it
on.

Margaret sent her a message 5 minutes ago –

Margaret: [Avery, I asked you to take down the video, don’t you take what I
said to heart? That will only make your man suffer a bit.]

Avery looked at Elliot with tears in her eyes. Before that, she really didn’t
take Margaret’s words to heart. Because she didn’t expect that Margaret
could really control Elliot!
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Avery left the room and pushed open Mike’s door.

Mike was still talking with Chad. Seeing Avery’s face full of tears, he
immediately hung up the video call.

“What’s wrong?” Mike jumped out of bed.

“Margaret can really control Elliot. She asked us to remove Travis’s
scandalous video.”

“Is Elliot under control now?” Mike said solemnly, and strode out of the
room. He wanted to see what Elliot was doing now.

“Don’t go.” Avery held him back, “Elliot definitely doesn’t want others to
see what he looks like now. Mike, take the video down immediately.”

“Okay, I’ll take it down right away. Don’t worry…” Mike’s voice was
settled, Avery immediately dialed Margaret to let Margaret stop torturing
Elliot.

Margaret laughed arrogantly: “Avery, you should believe it now, I’m not
lying to you, right?”

“Margaret, I have no grievances with you. You have already won the March
Medical Prize, your dream has been realized, why do you want to treat us
like this?” Avery was afraid that such a thing would happen in the future.



“Avery, I really flatter you. I asked you to take down the video. How many
times have I told you? I told you at least twice. If you take the initiative to
take down the video, can I treat you like this?” Margaret Cold snort.

After listening to Margaret’s words, Avery breathed a sigh of relief: “Can
we avoid the river water in the future?”

Margaret: “I said, don’t mess with me, how can I trouble you for no reason?
Avery, I…I’m only interested in my award, the rest, I don’t care.”

Avery: “Margaret, I hope you can do what you say.”

“You are a junior, don’t talk to me with this attitude in the future. It’s very
late now, I have to rest.” Margaret finished and hung up the phone.

Soon after Margaret hung up, Travis called.

“Margaret, they removed the video. You are still the best.” Travis calmed
down a lot. As long as he spent a little more money to bribe the major
media and kept everyone from publishing relevant news, this matter should
be suppressed.

“Travis, I said I would help you. How can I break my promise?” Margaret
said, “You should believe that I am with you now, right?”

Travis: “I’ll pick you up.”

“Travis, I’m going to take Emmy to see the house tomorrow. She has served
me for so many years, and I’m going to buy her a house with the prize
money of the March Medical Award. If you are worried about me, you can
send a bodyguard over tomorrow.” Margaret said calmly.

“What kind of house do you want to buy for her? I’ll buy it for her.” Travis
said generously, “After you marry me, she will be my daughter. I will
definitely take care of her in the future.”

Margaret: “This child is introverted. She’s stubborn and has strong self-
esteem. I won’t bother you anymore. I told Emmy tonight that after I marry
you, she will live her own life.”



Travis: “That’s okay. Is it Avery and Elliot? I have to listen to you in the
future?”

Margaret: “That’s right. But I didn’t take the initiative to find fault with
them. As long as they don’t mess with me, I might as well do research with
peace of mind.”

Travis: “That’s right. With you, I don’t need to worry about being targeted
by them.”

Margaret: “They definitely won’t dare to mess around again. Don’t worry!”

…

Avery returned to the master bedroom after speaking on the phone, and saw,
Elliot had recovered from pain.

She walked quickly to the bed, wiped tears in Elliot’s eyes, and got into
bed.
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“Elliot, you will not have the same headaches as before. Margaret promised
me that she would not do this again. Besides, I’ll find a way to get you out
of her control.” Avery hugged his head, fighting back her grief, “I’ll
definitely think of a way. I’m going to grow old with you, so you must live
until that time.”

Elliot opened his eyes, but there was no expression in his eyes. His thin lips
were pursed, and his teeth were clenched.

He seems to have been robbed of his soul, and he has not yet pulled away
from the pain just now.

Avery hugged him tightly, without any intention of letting go.

She was afraid that if she let him go, he would be gone forever.

The next morning, Ben Schaffer came. Seeing Mike in the living room, he
immediately asked, “Didn’t you say Elliot is back? Where are the others?”

“I haven’t gotten up yet!” Mike glanced at the time, “It’s already 9 o’clock.
I guess the two of them didn’t sleep last night.”

Chad told me that Elliot is now controlled by Margaret, is it true?” Ben
Schaffer didn’t sleep much last night, and only fell asleep at dawn. He
originally wanted to come over late at night to check on the situation, but he
was afraid of disturbing their rest.



Mike: “Margaret had a special device installed in his head. If we take out
that device, he will die.”

“Hey! How could this be? I don’t believe it. I don’t accept such a result.
Avery was clearly staying in that basement. How could Elliot die if he
hasn’t died for many days? All of this must be a lie made up by Margaret!”
Ben Schaffer said indignantly.

“Then do you dare to take risks? You dare to take risks, but Avery does not
dare. If Elliot is really dead, who is responsible? Margaret has already relied
on this technology and is sure to get March Medical Award. What if
Margaret doesn’t help resurrect Elliot in the future?” Mike didn’t sleep
much last night.

Falling asleep is also a nightmare about Elliot.

So when he woke up from a nightmare in the morning, he simply got up.

Ben: “Then I can’t be threatened by Margaret all the time, right? If it were
me, I would definitely want to kill Margaret.”

“You killed Margaret. If there is a problem with the device, who do you call
for repairs?” Mike asked back.

“Can you stop saying that…it’s like Elliot is a machine…” Ben Schaffer
couldn’t accept Mike’s statement.

“My words are ugly, but it’s the truth. Now, only Margaret has mastered this
technology. This is what Margaret said to me last night.” Mike said here,
and out of the corner of his eyes, there were two more people not far away.

He looked at them, and it was Avery and Elliot who came out of the room.

“Elliot!” Ben Schaffer saw Elliot and strode over, “Elliot, are you… Are
you okay? Don’t worry, we will call the best doctor in the world, and they
will definitely let you get rid of Margaret’s control.”

“Ben, don’t mention this in front of him.” Avery’s eyebrows sank, “I’ll find
a way.”



Ben: “Well, I’m just too worried.”

“I know. Since it has already happened, it is useless to worry.” Avery’s
determined attitude made Ben Schaffer heave a sigh of relief.

They walked towards the dining room, ready to eat breakfast.

“Avery, what’s your plan next? Do you go back to Aryadelle or stay here?”
Ben Schaffer asked.

“Don’t go back to Aryadelle first.” Avery’s mind was actually in a mess,
but she definitely couldn’t go back to Aryadelle now.

If there is no way to remove the device in Elliot’s mind, then she must study
the technology thoroughly. If there is any problem with Elliot in the future,
she does not need to ask others.

Besides, she wanted to see if there was any other way to keep Elliot’s life
going.

“Ben, don’t worry, Avery is here. You can start preparations for your
marriage to Gwen. Also, Elliot can’t go back to work, so the company will
have to worry about you in the future.” Mike reminded.
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“Elliot, are you really not going to work?” Ben asked. He felt that Elliot
was no different from normal, except that his mood was relatively low, and
there was no other abnormality.

He thought that Elliot could live and work normally, but he would be
controlled by others.

“Elliot definitely can’t work now. I’ll talk about it later.” Avery didn’t want
to say too much.

Even if Elliot still has the ability to work before, but his current mental state
is very problematic, he himself may not be willing to return to work.

“Well… Anyway, Elliot is still alive, it’s a big happy event.” Ben Schaffer
said, suddenly wanted to drink, “Is there any wine at home?”

“Who accompanies you to drink this early in the morning?” Mike yelled at
him, “I’ll go to the company later and I’ll drink with you later in the
evening.”

“Okay! Then I’ll catch you up later. I couldn’t sleep last night, and I didn’t
see Elliot. I’m not at ease at all. Now that I see Elliot, I feel a little better.”
Ben Schaffer’s heart settled down.

Avery glanced at Elliot.



Elliot kept his eyes down, didn’t look at anyone and didn’t answer
everyone’s words.

“Elliot, I’m going out later.” Avery hesitated for a while, then said, “You
stay at home to rest today. I’ll try to come back in the afternoon.”

“Well.” Elliot replied.

Ben Schaffer heard his familiar voice, and his eyes filled with excitement:
“Elliot, I thought you couldn’t speak. I didn’t expect you to speak. And
your voice is exactly the same as before!”

Avery and Elliot remained silent.

Mike gave Ben Schaffer a disdainful look: “You don’t look very smart.”

Ben Schaffer: “Hey, I really I’m a little excited.”

“I’ve made a video call with Chad last night, and he was crying like a fool.”
Mike teased, “You guys are really not like big men. Can you be as strong as
Avery?”

Ben Schaffer: “Okay.”

After that they took some food.

Avery had no appetite, So she was full after two bites.

Avery: “You guys eat slowly, I’m full.”

“You’re full after eating this little?” Mike saw that the porridge in her bowl
was not finished, so he didn’t believe Avery was full, “Where are you going
today? Do you want me to accompany you?”

“No.” Avery refused, “I will bring bodyguards.”

“Okay! Don’t worry about Elliot.” Mike urged.



Avery glanced at Elliot and said to Mike and Ben Schaffer: “No matter
what Elliot becomes, he is the man I love the most in my life. No matter
what he becomes, he is not my burden. It will be your burden, so please pay
attention when you speak in front of him in the future.”

Mike and Ben Schaffer were stunned by her words.

After Avery walked away, Ben Schaffer complained to Mike: “What you
said just now was really ugly. In my opinion, Elliot is no different from a
normal person, but you act like Elliot is seriously ill. You should reflect on
it in the future. If you do this again, Avery will not condone you.”

Mike: “I used to scold Elliot, but he wouldn’t worry about it! If I just say a
few words now, he can’t stand it, so what should I do? Is he a normal
person?”

Ben Schaffer: “Is this Avery’s house? Do you have to listen to Avery’s
words? Should you move out? You don’t have the money to buy a house
yourself. You should move out and live!”

Mike: “What you said is too much! Avery doesn’t live here often. When
Avery is not here, I live here with Hayden and take care of each other!”

Ben Schaffer: “Does Hayden plan to stay in Bridgedale all the time?”

“I don’t know. But Hayden should want to stay in Bridgedale. After all, the
company is here…” Mike accidentally missed his mouth.

“What company?” Ben Schaffer’s fingers holding the milk cup trembled,
“Hayden’s company?”
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Mike cleared his throat, coughed forcibly, and then stood up from the
dining chair: “I want to go out now…”

“I remember! You told Avery that you were going to the company today…
Which company are you going to? It is impossible for someone like you to
work for others. Ben Schaffer also stood up and pushed Mike back into the
chair, “You make it clear! If you can’t make it clear, don’t even think about
going to the company today.”

Mike: “I’m going! What are you doing? Elliot ignores you, Are you tossing
me?”

“You live with Avery, you two are so close, like family members, and now
that Elliot is in Avery’s hands. Of course I will pay more attention to your
situation.” Ben Schaffer looked down condescendingly, “Hurry up and
recruit, don’t force me to do anything.”

Mike looked disdainful: “Why do you want to do anything?”

“I will send a message to Chad now, saying that the Dream Makers Group
is yours.” Ben Schaffer threatened…

Mike snorted: “Have you suspected it for a long time?”

Ben Schaffer raised his eyebrows: “You really did it? D*mn it!”



“No. Hayden did it.” Mike immediately dismissed the relationship, “I’m
just helping him with chores.”

Ben was stimulated by mikes words.

A start-up company started by a little kid turned out to be such a mature
high-tech company.

Ben Schaffer was speechless for a moment.

Elliot didn’t speak either.

When he was the age of Hayden, he had no idea of   making money at all.

He remembered that Hayden’s goal has always been to surpass him, and
now in his opinion, Hayden has far surpassed him.

There was an indescribable emotion in his heart.

He was proud of Hayden, but also sad for himself.

When he saw Avery and Hayden again, he subconsciously felt joy, but his
body seemed to have lost the function of joy.

……

Tate Industries Bridgedale Branch.

Norah received news from Travis last night that Elliot and Avery were no
longer a threat to her, so she could live and work normally, so she came to
work in the company today.

Not long after she came to the company, Travis also came.

After Travis came to the company, Norah immediately invited him to sit on
the sofa.

“Dad, how did you manage Avery?” Norah slept well last night, feeling that
her life was full of light again.



“I didn’t do it, Margaret did it. If Elliot wants to live now, he has to rely on
Margaret.” Travis said proudly on his face, “I will marry Margaret soon.
Margaret’s bargaining chip is mine and Tate Industries, sooner or later it
will be mine.”

Norah: “Dad, I’m really happy for you.”

“Well, your mother said that you’re in a bad mood recently. Seeing that
you’ve lost so much weight, your mental ability is too poor. In the future,
you will report to my assistant on the affairs of the Tate Industries, and let
him guide you.” The smile on Travis’s face became more and more
arrogant, “I came here today to inform you about this matter, are you
okay?”

Norah was really unhappy, but she didn’t dare to show it: “My life now
depends on your protection, how dare I have an opinion.”

……..

At the same time, in the bookstore, Avery met Professor Greens in front of
the bookshelf they met last time.

Avery: “Professor, I asked you out today to ask you one thing.”

“I shouldn’t be able to help you, right?” Professor Greens looked kindly,
with a hint of regret in his tone, “It’s a foregone conclusion. With my own
power, I can’t change any outcome.”

“I didn’t want you to change the outcome.” Avery lowered her voice, “I
want something, and only you can help me get it.”
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Aryadelle.

The news of Elliot’s recovery came back.

The entire Foster Family was like a New Year’s Eve, with joy appeared on
everyone’s faces.

Mrs. Cooper went to the vegetable market to make some purchases, and
planned to make a sumptuous dinner today to celebrate Elliot’s rebirth.

“Aqi, you can take Layla’s head teacher over for dinner later. Teacher
Larson is a really good person. In order to help us, she turned against her
family, and it is impossible for ordinary people to do this.” Mrs. Cooper
confessed to Aqi.

Aqi responded and glanced at the time, it was already 4:30 p.m.

Aqi: “I’m going to pick up Layla from school now.”

“Okay, be careful on the way.” Mrs. Cooper watched Aqi go out.

Today, Mrs. Cooper made her own decision, called Mrs. Scarlet and asked
her to bring Shea over for dinner.

After Shea gave birth to a child, Mrs. Scarlet went to Brook’s house to help
take care of Shea and the child.



During the time when Elliot disappeared in person, Shea’s mental state was
particularly poor. She often can’t eat or sleep well, and she seems to be
seriously ill.

Even if Wesley took a long vacation and stayed by her side but it still didn’t
work.

Mrs. Cooper knew that Shea was very affectionate, and she could only get
better if she got the news of Elliot.

So after receiving the news from Elliot, she immediately told Mrs. Scarlet
about it and asked Mrs. Scarlet to bring Shea over.

Not long after Aqi left, Wesley drove and brought Shea and the child over.

Shea looked a lot thinner than last time, but she was in high spirits and
looked very energetic.

“When will my brother come back?” Shea asked Mrs. Cooper this question
immediately.

“I don’t know about this yet. Anyway, they will come back sooner or later.
You have to eat and rest well, so don’t worry about it.” Mrs. Cooper led
Shea into the room and sat down.

Mrs. Scarlet led Maria and wanted to follow him into the house, but Maria
was unwilling to go in.

Maria was attracted by the flowers and plants in the yard, and the little
hands had to grab the flowers.

“Maria, which flower do you like, can I pick one for you?” Mrs. Scarlet
squatted beside Maria and asked softly.

Maria’s little hand pointed at a hibiscus flower and grinned: “This…”

“Okay, let’s pick this pink flower.” Mrs. Scarlet picked a pink hibiscus and
handed it to Maria.



A smile suddenly bloomed on Maria’s small face.

At the gate of the courtyard, a black car slowly drove in.

Mrs. Scarlet immediately hugged Maria and asked with a smile, “Maria, is
brother Robert back?”

Maria heard the words, took the flower’s little hand, and immediately raised
the flower to her head, wanting to put the flower on her hair.

Mrs. Scarlet looked at Maria’s stinky appearance and couldn’t help but let
out a happy voice: “We all know that we love beauty, and we have become
big girls haha!”

Maria blushed and struggled to get down from Mrs. Scarlet’s arms…

After the car stopped, the bodyguard hugged Robert and got out of the car.

“Brother!” Seeing Robert, Maria immediately ran towards Robert.

Seeing Maria, Robert was stunned for a moment, and then handed the
schoolbag to the bodyguard.

“Brother, I’ll give you a little flower!” The flower in the little general’s
hand was generously given to Robert.

Robert looked at the flowers that Maria handed over, but didn’t receive
them: “Sister, your brother’s house has a lot of flowers, you can play with
this flower yourself.”

Maria: “Oh…brother, I picked this flower at your house…”

“I know.” Robert took the initiative to hold up her little hand, “Are your
parents here too?”

Maria: “Yes! My parents are here to see your father.”

On the way here, Maria came to this conclusion after listening to her
parents and grandma Scarlet talking.
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Robert suddenly looked surprised: “Is my dad back? Dad! Dad!”

Robert took Maria and ran to the house quickly.

“Robert, your father didn’t come back. But your mother has found your
father. The two of them are in Bridgedale now.” Wesley saw Robert’s
excited face and immediately explained to him, “They will be back soon.”

Robert laughed excitedly: “I want to make a video call with my father!”

“Wait for Layla to come back. It’s still time for your father to sleep, it’s not
dawn yet!” Wesley hold Robert and continued to say, “Robert, play with
your little sister Maria for a while, and we’ll have dinner when your sister
Layla comes back.”

“Then I’ll take my little sister Maria out to pick flowers and play.” Robert
took Maria and ran quickly to the yard .

Robert said that he would take Maria to pick flowers, but he actually
wanted to stay in the yard so that when Layla came back, he could see her
as soon as possible.

Primary School.

After Aqi arrived at the school, it wasn’t until Layla finished class, so Aqi
went to the teacher’s office first to see if Katalina was there.



When Aqi came to school, he sent a message to Katalina, saying that Mrs.
Cooper invited her to dinner.

Katalina texted him back and agreed to Mrs. Cooper’s invitation.

When a female teacher in the teacher’s office saw Aqi, she immediately
waved to Aqi.

“Are you looking for Ms. Larson?”

Since the last time Aqi helped Katalina teach her mother Laurel a lesson at
school, everyone started talking about the gossip between Katalina and Aqi.

Aqi nodded and asked, “Didn’t she have no class this afternoon?”

“She said she went out to buy something, but she didn’t say where to buy it.
It’s been half an hour. It’s estimated that the place to go is relatively far.”
The female teacher walked up to Aqi and asked in a low voice, “Are you
and Teacher Larson in love? I asked her, she said no, but her shy look was
clearly not normal.”

Aqi: “Shy?”

“Yes! She was like you are now…you blushed.” The teacher joked, “She’s
going to get off work in a while. She probably won’t go back to the office.
You can call her and ask where she is.”

“Thank you.” After thanking, Aqi turned and walked towards the teaching
building.

Layla was almost out of school and Aqi was going to pick up Layla first.

After ten past five(5:10 p.m.), the bell rang for the end of get out of class.

Layla came out of the classroom and looked around.

Aqi sometimes waits for her outside the classroom. But today, Archie is not
outside the classroom.



Layla immediately walked towards the school gate with her classmates.

When they got to the school gate, Layla didn’t see Aqi either.

Aqi was 1.85 meters tall, which was quite eye-catching among ordinary
people.

Layla glanced in the crowd and didn’t see Aqi. It’s the first time this
happens. She immediately found her cell phone in her bag and dialed Aqi.

The phone was dialed, and after a while, Aqi answered: “Layla, are you out
of school? I have something to do, so I can’t pick you up…”

“Uncle Aqi, what happened?” Layla frowned when she heard Aqi’s voice a
little hurried, and was very worried.

“Something happened to Teacher Larson. I found her bag outside… She
was probably kidnapped.” Aqi called Katalina just now, and the call was
answered, but it was Stranger’s voice.

Just when Aqi asked who the other party was, the other party turned off the
phone.

So Aqi didn’t go to pick up Layla, and went straight to find Katalina.

“Layla, you stay at school and don’t run around. I’ll ask other bodyguards
to pick you up.” Aqi said anxiously.

“I’ll call home myself. Uncle Aqi, you must find Teacher Larson.” Layla
took her mobile phone and returned to the campus nervously.
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About half an hour later, Wesley brought Maria and Robert to the school to
pick up Layla.

Layla was worried about the safety of Katalina and Aqi, she had a very sad
expression on her face, and there were faint trails of crying on her cheeks.

“Sister!” Robert saw Layla’s figure in the distance, and immediately ran
towards her, screaming in surprise.

Maria followed behind Robert’s buttocks, chasing after him.

Layla was a little surprised when Robert and Maria were coming. In order
to maintain her image as a sister, she quickly adjusted the emotions on her
face.

“Why are you two little guys here?” Layla was hugged by Robert, followed
closely, and hugged by Maria.

“Layla, the two of them have to come and pick you up together.” Wesley
took Layla’s schoolbag and asked, “What’s going on with Aqi?”

“Uncle Aqi said that my teacher Katalina was kidnapped, so he went to
save my teacher.” Layla was unhappy, “I don’t know if he found my
teacher.”

“Your teacher was kidnapped? Aqi can choose to call the police.” Wesley
said seriously, “He left you alone at school and what if something happened



to you? Whose salary did he get?”

Layla didn’t expect Uncle Wesley to blame Uncle Aqi.

Layla said, “Uncle Wesley, I will not be in danger at school. Uncle Aqi
should have gone to rescue Teacher Larson. Because Teacher Larson has
helped our family before.” Layla murmured, “I suspect Teacher Larson has
been kidnapped and Norah Jones did it. Norah, the bad woman, must know
that Teacher Larson told us about the bad things she did.”

“Layla, other things are another matter. If your father is here, he will also
blame Aqi.” Wesley explained to her, “Aqi is specially protecting you, so he
should stay by your side to ensure your safety, and not be easily attracted by
other things.”

“I definitely won’t let my father blame Uncle Aqi. Uncle Aqi should go to
rescue Teacher Larson. I won’t have an accident at school. Uncle Aqi called
me and said he couldn’t pick me up, so I went back to school…As long as I
don’t run around outside, I won’t be in danger.” Layla said and frowned,
“Now my father hasn’t been found and what if Teacher Larson has an
accident again…”

“Your mother has found your father.” Wesley said, “They should be back
soon.”

The frustration on Layla’s face was replaced by surprise: “My father
found?”

“Yes. He is still alive. For the specific situation, you can ask them later
when you can make a video call with them.” Wesley opened the car door
and put the three children in the car.

“I knew my father was definitely still alive! My father said that he would
always watch over my brother and me. When he separated from my mother
before, I wanted to take my brother to live with my mother, and he said he
would not let me and my brother leaving him, he said he wanted to raise my
brother and me… How could he die when my brother is so young?”



Layla’s eyes were red because of her excitement, and her voice was choked.

“Sister, don’t cry! Let’s make a video call for Dad when we go home!”
Robert sat in the child safety seat and looked at her sister in the passenger
seat.

“Yeah!” Layla stretched her hands and wiped her tears, “I’ll call Uncle Aqi
to see if he finds Teacher Larson.”

……

When Katalina came out of the fruit shop, someone took a photo shoulder.

When she turned around, she was forcibly taken into a car next to her!

The fruit she bought, her bag, all fell to the ground.

The mobile phone, wallet and other valuables in her bag were stolen by
passers-by. When Aqi picked up her bag, she had long been taken away.

After Katalina was taken into the car, she saw the strange man in the car
and quickly guessed what happened.

She has only been working in Aryadelle for a month, and she usually
contacts not only her colleagues, but also the students in her class. She has
never had a conflict with her colleagues, and her colleagues are basically
ordinary people, so she would not hire someone to do this kind of thing to
her.

Only her cousin Norah held a grudge against her.

“Are you trying to kill me?” After Katalina figured out all this, she calmly
said to the gangsters around her, “Norah asked you to come to me, right?”

“Who is Norah, we don’t know! I know you have offended people!
Someone wants your life!” the gangster yelled.
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“Norah is my cousin, I betrayed her, it’s my fault. If you kill me, my parents
will definitely suspect that my cousin did it. This is not good for my
cousin’s family. So, I myself If I die, don’t bother you guys.” Katalina said
her request, “If I die, my family will think that I committed suicide, so it
won’t make it a big deal, and it will be good for you.”

The gangster was taken aback by her words.

“How do you want to kill yourself?” the gangster asked.

“Isn’t there a river on the second ring road? You send me there, and I’ll
jump off the bridge.” Katalina’s face was cold, as if she had seen through
life and death, “I passed there last time, took a look, and jumped from that
height. There is no doubt of death.”

The two gangsters looked at each other.

There was indeed a river on the second ring road, and there was also a
bridge there.

Every year someone choosen to jump off that bridge and ended their life.

People in Avonsville have seen a lot of news about jumping into the river.

So Katalina’s proposal was acquiesced by the two gangsters.

The gangster driving the car drove towards the second ring road.



Aqi didn’t find Katalina near the school, so he could only choose to call the
police and let the police call for surveillance on the street outside the fruit
shop.

About half an hour later, Katalina’s jumping into the river became a hot
news.

When Aqi read this news, he didn’t think that the woman jumping into the
river was Katalina.

He didn’t recognize her until he read the text and turned to the scene picture
below the text!

According to the news, the woman who jumped into the river was rescued
by a nearby fisherman after jumping into the river, and has been sent to the
hospital for treatment.

Aqi was driving to the hospital when he got a call from Layla.

“She jumped into the river. But she was rescued, and now she’s in the
hospital. I’m on my way to the hospital. I’ll tell you when I get to the
hospital and know her condition.” Aqi said to Layla.

“Oh…I hope Teacher Larson is okay.”

“By the way, Layla, your father has been found. I wanted to tell you the
good news when I received you, but I didn’t expect this kind of accident.”
Aqi’s mood was much calmer than before.

“Uncle Wesley told me when he came to pick me up. I’m very happy now.
It would be better if Teacher Larson was okay.” Layla sighed with relief.

Aqi: “Have you arrived home safely?”

Layla: “Not yet. But soon. Uncle Aqi, you drive well first, and when you
see Teacher Larson, call me again.”

Aqi: “Okay.”



…. ..

Bridgedale.

At half past six in the morning, Avery’s cell phone rang.

Avery had a light sleep recently, and the moment her phone rang, she
immediately woke up.

When she realized that Elliot was lying beside her, she answered the phone
without thinking, and walked towards the bathroom.

“Mom! Did you get Dad back?! Where’s Dad? I want to see Dad!” When
Layla got home, the first thing she did was to make a video call for Avery.

Avery saw that there were many people around Layla.
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“Your father is still sleeping. It’s only 6:00 a.m. here.” Avery whispered
back to her daughter, and then greeted the others, “Brother Wesler, Shea,
Maria, and Robert… ..I really want to go back to Aryadelle to see you.”

“Avery, are you all okay now?” Wesley asked with concern.

“Well, he’s been back with me all day.” Avery’s eyes were gentle and her
voice was soft, “You don’t have to worry about him anymore. Especially
Shea…”

“Mom, I’m also very Worry about Daddy!” Layla muttered softly.

“I knew that you’re worried about your dad, but Aunt Shea has lost a lot of
weight because of your dad.” Avery explained to her daughter, “Of course,
no matter what happens to your dad, I don’t want to affect your study and
life because of this.”

“I have no influence. I study hard every day…Mom, go and wake up Dad!
We all want to see him. If you don’t want to call him Wake up, then you can
let us see him, okay?” Layla discussed with her mother.

Avery naturally didn’t want to wake Elliot up. So she promised to let them
see Elliot’s sleeping face.

She took her phone and walked out of the bathroom lightly.

On the big bed, Elliot closed his eyes and slept peacefully.



The curtains in the room were drawn, so the light in the room was very
dark.

They looked from the video, but it would be more blurred.

In order for them to see Elliot more clearly, Avery went to the window and
opened the curtains.

At this point, the light outside was not dazzling, so Avery simply opened
the curtains.

“Mom! Where’s Dad? Didn’t you say let’s see Dad?” Layla didn’t see Dad,
so she said anxiously.

Layla’s voice was clear and powerful in the room.

Avery looked at Elliot on the bed in shock.

Elliot was a sensitive and alert man, at least he used to be.

If it was before, he must have been awakened. But now, he still closed his
eyes and didn’t seem to be disturbed.

Avery was in a hurry and turned the camera on the bed.

On the video side, they saw Elliot as they wished.

“That’s my dad! That’s really my dad!” Layla recognized Elliot’s
appearance at a glance, and exclaimed in surprise.

Layla’s excitement affected Robert. So Robert screamed loudly at the
screen: “Dad! Dad! Wake up! Come back! Come back and play with me!”

…

Avery didn’t expect the two children’s emotions to get out of control. She
trotted all the way to the bathroom with her phone and closed the bathroom
door.



Avery: “Layla, Robert, your father is sleeping, why did you scream so
loudly just now? You will wake him up.”

Robert pursed his lips and mumbled, “My sister called me too.”

Layla: “Dad won’t be mad at me! He must also want to see my brother and
me. Mom, he has been back with you all day, why don’t you video call me
when he is awake?”

Avery wanted to hide from the child about Elliot’s real situation. She herself
can’t accept it, and the child will definitely not accept it.

She wanted to figure out Elliot’s situation first and see if she could change
the current situation.

“You dad is injured a little bit and needs some time to recover. Give him
some time.” Avery still couldn’t bear to tell them the truth.

“Oh…I knew that if my dad was healthy, he would definitely come home to
see me and my brother as soon as possible.” Although Layla was a little
sad, she was still very happy overall.” Mom, when Dad wakes up next time,
let’s make video call again, okay?”

“Okay.” Avery agreed.

After talking about the video call, Avery came out of the bathroom.

She looked at the bed, Elliot still closed his eyes tightly.
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Avery knew that Elliot must be awake.

Layla and Robert were calling Dad so loudly, how could Elliot not hear?

He lay down very early last night, no matter when he fell asleep, he should
have slept well after lying down for so long.

He wanted to run away, he didn’t know what to do with their children.

Avery can understand his mood, but just escaping blindly is not the way.

The phone screen in his hand suddenly lit up. She picked up the phone and
took a look.

It was Wesley who sent a new message: [Avery, what happened to Elliot?]

Sure enough, nothing escaped Wesley’s eyes.

She just asked them to give Elliot some time and give her some time.
Wesley felt that these words could not conceal his sadness, so he suspected
that something serious might have happened to Elliot.

Avery sat beside the bed and lowered her head to reply to Wesley.

Now Elliot slowly opened his eyes. He woke up when Layla called out for
the first time Dad.



No, it should be said that he woke up the moment Avery got up to take the
video call.

There were two forces in his heart pulling and fighting.

No one knew how much Elliot wanted to take her phone and meet the
children.

But as long as he thinks that his life is now in the hands of others, and that
someone else can kill him with a single thought, he is not as good as death.

Even, Elliot often wondered if he could be called a real person now?

More often, Elliot felt that he was Margaret’s experiment. A test item that
can make Margaret become famous.

Instead of the man who used to be scheming and invincible.

It was more pathetic than leaving him ruined and left with nothing.

The condition of being ruined and having nothing was based on what
happened when he was still a normal social person. And what was that
now?

Let Avery be threatened by Margaret with Elliot, and let Avery suffer all the
grievances, what is it?

Elliot opened his eyes every day, trying to find the meaning of his life, but
no matter how he looked, he couldn’t find the answer that could support
him to live well.

He couldn’t protect anyone now, and he couldn’t give anyone a sense of
security and happiness. Therefore, his existence was meaningless.

Avery didn’t know that when Elliot opened his eyes.

She told Wesley about Elliot’s situation, and then told Wesley of her plans.



After Wesley received Avery’s reply, he couldn’t calm down for a long
time.

Wesley replied: [Do you need me to help you? I’m not sure I can help you,
but I don’t want you to suffer this alone.]

Avery said she planned to study all the research Margaret had done.

If Margaret’s technique was really useful to Elliot, then she would learn this
technique and won’t needed to ask others in the future.

Avery guessed that Margaret must have a mature team for this project. This
mature team may have spent decades for this technical achievement. She
must thoroughly study these technologies. Know how long it will take.

Regardless of whether her energy can keep up, can Elliot wait that long?

Looking at Wesley’s news, Avery thought for a moment and replied: [No
need. If I need help, I will ask someone to help me. You take good care of
Shea and Maria at home.]

After Avery sent this message, the bed suddenly moved.

——Elliot turned over.
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Avery immediately turned back and looked at Elliot.

Elliot’s body turned his back to Avery, as if to draw a line between their
worlds.

Avery looked at his sturdy and broad back in a daze, just looking at him so
quietly, she gave birth to great courage and motivation.

She crawled gently to him and lay down, wrapping her arms around his
chest.

“Elliot, I’m satisfied when you stay by my side like yesterday.” Avery
leaned on his back and whispered softly.

Elliot didn’t speak but Avery knew he heard.

Avery didn’t need his respond. She knew how tormented he was, and now
she just begged him to give her a little more time so that she could find a
solution.

Aryadelle.

Aqi drove to the hospital and asked the medical staff about the woman who
jumped into the river.

“Are you her relatives?” The nurse asked.



Aqi was stunned for a moment, then nodded: “I’m her friend. How is she
doing now?”

Nurse: “She’s still resuscitating. Should you pay for her expenses, or should
you contact her family, Let her family come over?”

Aqi didn’t hesitate: “I’ll pay.”

After Aqi paid a fee for Katalina, the nurse led him to the emergency
room.“It’s hard to say what’s going on with your friend now. When the
emergency room door opens, you can ask the doctor.” After the nurse said
this, she walked away.

Aqi sat down in a chair outside the emergency room.

Within ten minutes, the emergency room door opened.

Katalina was pushed out.

Aqi glanced at Katalina–

He saw her face pale and her eyes closed, as if…

“Doctor, is she dead?!” Aqi exclaimed.

The doctor was stunned.

On the stretcher bed, Katalina opened her eyes in anger when she heard his
unfortunate words.

“Are you a family member of the patient?” The doctor asked, “She’s not
dead, but she’s going to be hospitalized.”

Aqi said ‘oh’, and when he saw Katalina opened her eyes, he breathed a
sigh of relief: “It’s fine if she doesn’t die. Then Go to the hospital!”

“I’m going to issue an order, and you can take it to the hospital.” After the
doctor finished speaking, he walked to the next consulting room.



Aqi looked at Katalina again: “How do you feel?”

“Fortunately…I shouldn’t die.” Katalina’s mouth curled into a smile, half
sarcastic and half serious, “Why are you here?”

Aqi: “I called you, but a stranger picked it up. I came out of school and saw
your bag outside a fruit shop.”

Katalina was a little surprised: “Did you remember what my bag looks
like?”

“Your bag was hung up on a bear pendant, that bear was really ugly, it’s
hard to remember.” Aqi finished teasing and asked, “How could you jump
into the river? Did someone force you?”

The smile on Katalina’s face disappeared.

Because she didn’t answer the question, Aqi was indignant: “was it Norah?
You didn’t have to think about it to know it’s her.”“I won’t owe her to each
other in the future.” Katalina saw that Aqi was tense, so she reached out and
pulled him. “I learned to swim when I was very young, and I also practiced
in the national team. I deliberately chose to jump into the river because I
was sure that I would survive this way.”

“Swimming and jumping into the river are two different things. Jumping
from such a high place, even if you can swim, you may die.” Aqi pushed
her hand away, “Don’t say that you don’t owe each other, there is no way to
settle this matter.”

“What could I do? My parents had cut ties with me because of her.”
Katalina said sourly, holding back the tears in her eyes.
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“I didn’t let you rely on your parents. It would be good if those two old
fools didn’t kill you.” Aqi said, “I said before that I would protect you.
Today I have broken my promise.”

Katalina: “What does this have to do with you? Aqi, my cousin shouldn’t
bother me in the future. I’ll be fine in the future. You can protect Layla at
ease…”

“I’ll arrange things in the future, You don’t have to worry about it.” Aqi
said sternly.

The doctor took the order and handed it to Aqi: “Take her to the hospital!
Also, she has a concussion now, please stop talking to her and let her rest
more.”

Aqi responded embarrassedly, and then pushed Katalina to go to the
inpatient department.

After completing the hospitalization procedures, Aqi hired a nurse to take
care of Katalina.

After finishing all this, Aqi drove back to Foster’s villa.

After telling Layla about Katalina’s situation, Layla asked him to go to the
hospital to take care of Katalina until Katalina was discharged.



“Layla, Teacher Larson is a girl. I am clumsy and don’t know how to take
care of her. The nurses will take good care of her.” Aqi blushed.

Layla: “You’re right, but you also have to see Teacher Larson! Otherwise,
Teacher Larson will be lonely in the hospital alone.”

Aqi: “The doctor said Teacher Larson had a concussion and needed more
rest.”

“Oh… Did that bad girl Norah do it? When my dad comes back, I want my
dad to fire her! And then let my dad throw her into the river to feed the
sharks!” Layla gritted her teeth angrily.

Aqi: “Have you made a video with your dad? When will he return to
Aryadelle?”

“I saw my dad, but my dad was sleeping and didn’t talk to me. My mom
said he was sick and she had to wait for him to recover. Only then he can
come back.” Layla said angrily.

Aqi: “Don’t worry, your mother can definitely cure him.”

The next morning, Aqi took the breakfast cooked by Mrs. Cooper and went
to the hospital to visit Katalina.

Unexpectedly, when he pushed open the door of the ward, he saw two
uninvited guests.

Katalina: “Dad, Mom, I can’t be as promising as my cousin in my life, and I
don’t want to marry someone I don’t like for the business of the Larson
family. I know you’re disappointed in me, and I don’t want you to be
disappointed…”

“You stupid child, just because of these things, you are going to jump into
the river?! You were born by me, I didn’t let you die, how could you die?”
Laurel cried.

After Katalina’s accident yesterday, the two elders got the news as soon as
possible and arrived by plane overnight.



“Mom, why do you think I’m going to die? Someone forced me to jump
off.” Katalina didn’t say Norah’s name.

Katalina has no evidence to prove that Norah was instigating it, and if she
said it hastily, her parents might think that she deliberately slandered Norah.

“Who? Who is so courageous…” Laurel exclaimed.

Katalina bit her lip, tears streaming down her face, unable to speak.

Just as Aqi was about to rush into the ward, Lincoln sighed heavily:
“Besides Norah, who else would want to let Katalina die?!”

“Impossible! Norah can’t do such a thing… Norah is so sensible…”
Laurel’s ankles softened and she leaned against her husband’s arms.

“Then tell me, besides Norah, who else is there? Could it be the bodyguard
of the Foster family?” Lincoln asked his wife, supporting his wife.

Laurel: “Yes! It’s that bodyguard! It must be that bodyguard! Of course that
bodyguard couldn’t woo us, so…”

“Mom!” Katalina cried and shouted after listening to her mother’s
outrageous guess, “You go out. I don’t want to see you again! No matter if I
live or die, I don’t want to see you again!”

The two elders looked at their angry daughter in amazement, at a loss.

Aqi pushed open the door of the ward and strode into the ward. After
putting down breakfast, he ‘invited’ the two elders out.

…

Bridgedale.

A gray car stopped at the gate of Avery’s villa yard.

Immediately, the door opened and two people got out of the car.



Holding a large cardboard box each, the two walked to the gate of the
courtyard and rang the doorbell.
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Ali came out and saw that the two people at the door had never seen each
other, so he shouted at the door of the courtyard: “Who are you? What are
you doing here?”

The leader replied: “Hello, this is Miss Tate’s house? I’m Professor
Greens…”

Before the man finished speaking, Avery ran out of the house wearing
slippers.

After she came out, she quickly ran to the gate of the courtyard and opened
the door.

“Thank you for helping me deliver the things. Come in and drink a glass of
water!” Avery wanted to pick up the cardboard box from one of them after
putting them in.

“Miss Tate, the cardboard box is a little heavy, let’s help you move it in!”
The two of them carried the cardboard box and walked towards the front
quickly.

“You don’t need to change your shoes, just go in.” Avery immediately
followed their pace.

“Boss, what are they holding?” Ali followed Avery and asked, “Is that what
the old man gave you?”



“Well. Professor Greens is a very respectable professor, even if you Can’t
remember his name, and then don’t call him ‘that old man’ you can call him
just ‘Professor’ casually.” Avery corrected.

“Oh… well!” Ali was stunned.

After the cardboard box was moved to the house, Avery immediately went
to pour water for the two people sent by Professor Greens.

“Miss Tate, you don’t need to pour water, we have water in the car.” The
two were ready to leave.

Avery immediately put down the water glass and sent them out.

After Avery sent the two out, Elliot came out of the room.

He walked out and his eyes suddenly fell on the two large cardboard boxes
in the living room.

Ali saw that Elliot was interested in the cardboard box, so he explained to
Elliot: “Professor Greens gave it to the boss Tate. Do you know Professor
Greens?”

Elliot shook his head.

“Professor Greens is… I don’t know this old man either… Seeing my boss
respects him so much, he must be a very powerful person. Do you know the
March Medical Award?” Ali continued to ask.

Elliot knew about the March Medical Prize.

Because Margaret used him to apply for the March Medical Award, and she
should be able to win this award in the end.

“This old man is one of the judges of the March Medical Award. I don’t
think there are any valuables in these cardboard boxes. Do you want to see
what’s inside?” Ali wanted to see it, so he asked Elliot if he wanted to see
it.



Seeing that Elliot didn’t refuse, Ali immediately took out the dagger he was
carrying, and cut open the two cardboard boxes.

The things in the two cardboard boxes were really not valuables.

Here were two boxes of paper documents.

Ali hated to see this kind of stuff written with dense text.

Outside the villa, Avery sent the two away and was walking towards them.

Ali felt a chill, so he immediately took two pieces of paper out of the carton
and stuffed them into Elliot’s hands.

“Mr. Foster, wait and say it’s what you want to see. Otherwise, the boss will
scold me.” After Ali finished speaking, he immediately walked behind
Elliot to hide.

Elliot lowered his eyes and looked at the two pieces of paper that Ali
forcibly stuffed him.

The title column on this piece of paper was written with relatively
uncommon medical terms. In layman’s terms, it is the feasibility of artificial
brains to prolong life.

An artificial brain…literally understands what it means.

Just like the artificial heart seen in the TV series before, the body’s heart
could not continue to work, so it was replaced with an artificial heart.
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After the concept of artificial heart appeared and artificial heart research
was launched, the technology of artificial brain had never been heard of.

Presumably because this technology was more difficult to solve than the
heart of a newcomer.

He have never heard of anyone who can live for a long time with an
artificial heart, and the artificial brain he was using now may not last long.

He could die anytime, anywhere, the next second, and die again, forever.

Avery entered the room and saw that the two cardboard boxes had been
opened, and Elliot was holding two pieces of paper…

She put away her stunned expression, raised the corner of her mouth, and
explained to him: “This was Margaret sending you for trial. The materials
of the Organizing Committee of the March Medical Award… but they were
all copies. I asked Professor Greens to secretly print it for me.”

Ali was stunned for a moment: “Boss, Professor Greens did not quit March
Medicine. Is the Organizing Committee of the Award?”

Originally, Professor Greens had broken up with the leader of the
Organizing Committee and announced his withdrawal from the March
Organizing Committee.



But after Avery begged him last time, he agreed and return to the organizing
committee.

Professor Greens has served as a member of the March Organizing
Committee longer than the current team leader, so when he said he would
return to the organizing committee, the team leader did not say anything.

It took Professor Greens.

Three days to get the assistant to copy the two boxes of documents.

There were many more materials, which would be printed and sent later.If
the organizing committee hadn’t decided Margaret for the sake of money,
Professor Greens would never have done such a thing against professional
ethics.

Although Avery would probably not leak this incident and these materials,
once the incident was leaked, Greens’ reputation would be ruined for most
of his life.

“He can go back anytime he wants.” Avery said lightly, “This matter must
be kept strictly confidential, even if he dies, he can’t say it.”

Ali immediately covered his mouth and nodded sharply.

“Elliot, I will study Margaret’s research results. It’s better to ask for
yourself. What Margaret can do, I can definitely do it too.” Avery looked at
his emotionless face, her brows and eyes curved with full of hope.

She was like a ray of bright light shining into his dead heart.

These few days, Elliot hardly spoke to her, but Avery said a lot to him.

Every time Avery asked something, Elliot either answered casually, shook
his head, or didn’t answer.

But she was never discouraged.



She took the paper in his hand, put it in the cardboard box, and dragged him
towards the kitchen: “Elliot, the nanny has made soup, let’s go drink some
soup!”

“Avery.” Elliot opened his mouth and called out her name.

Hearing Elliot’s voice, Avery was pleasantly surprised.

She knew that Elliot was not a cold machine, let alone an emotionless
wood. As long as she regards him as the former Elliot, he will definitely
realize that she is the same Avery who loved him before.

“Elliot, what do you want to say?” Avery turned around and held his hand
tightly with both hands.

“I don’t want you to pay so much for me.” Elliot told her his inner thoughts,
“because you may pay a lot, but in the end there is no result.”“How do you
know that there is no result? Until the end, how do you know that I will not
succeed?” Avery said word by word, gentle and firm, “As long as you
believe me, I will definitely think of a way.”

Elliot’s throat moved, but in the end he didn’t say anything.

Avery: “I like to work on challenging projects like this. Don’t think I’m
doing it all for you, it’s just to satisfy my own curiosity.”

“I’m afraid others will threaten you with me.” How could Elliot not be able
to tell which of her words was true and which was false.

When Avery was in the basement before, she said that if the two of them
could escape, they would not work in the future and could retire with peace
of mind.

She studied Margaret’s project just for him. Not for her so-called curiosity.
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Avery was moved beyond words when she heard Elliot’s words.

These few days, Elliot has been silent and closed himself up, Avery thought
he would not open his heart easily.

Unexpectedly, Elliot was just afraid of involving her.

“I talked to Margaret, and she said she was only interested in that award.
She said she wouldn’t deliberately embarrass us. So you don’t have to
worry. No one has troubled me since you came back.” With a relaxed tone,
Avery said, “Elliot, we don’t need to worry about the difficulties that
haven’t come yet…”

“Margaret will marry Travis.” Elliot explained this matter.

“I know. Are you worried that Travis will trouble us?” Avery raised her
head and looked at him, “They will get married in half a month. At least in
this half month, Travis has no energy to trouble us.”Chatting in a low voice,
the nanny was in the kitchen and brought them two bowls of chicken soup
and brought them to the dining room.

Avery immediately took Elliot to the dining room.

“You’ve lost a lot of weight. I want to restore your body to its original
shape.” Avery pushed him into a chair and sat down, “Elliot, do you want to
see Layla and Robert? They both miss you very much.”



Elliot picked up the soup bowl and sipped the soup quietly.

“If you don’t know how to deal with them, you can do without video.”
Seeing that Elliot didn’t speak, Avery added, “When you want to contact
them, we can contact them at any time.”

“When are you going back home?” Elliot asked.

“I’m waiting for you to adjust your state.” Avery took the spoon and drank
the soup slowly, “If you go back to Aryadelle, you will not only face Layla
and Robert, but also Shea and many of your friends. Let’s go back in no
hurry and wait for a while.”

Avery was very thoughtful.

Elliot really did not adjust his mood for the time being. He finished the soup
in the bowl and put down the bowl and spoon.

“Do you want to add another bowl?” Avery asked.

Elliot shook his head and wiped his mouth with a tissue.

“Elliot, besides being afraid of me being threatened, what else are you
afraid of? I especially want to know what’s in your heart.” Avery put down
the bowl, intertwined his hands, and supported his cheeks with the back of
her hands, “I’m actually very peaceful now. As long as I’m with you, I’m
content. I haven’t been able to find you for the past two months, so I keep
that shirt you’re wearing in the basement with me.”

“If you dare to be me out of fear and if you choose to leave me, or leave this
world, I will definitely not forgive you.” Avery added.

She didn’t mean to say such unpleasant remarks.

It was the words Elliot just said that made Avery vaguely uneasy.

“I can promise you, but you must also promise me. If someone uses me to
threaten you, you must tell me immediately.” Elliot negotiated with her, “If
you can’t do it, then I don’t have to listen to you.”



Seeing Elliot’s firm attitude, Avery could only nod in agreement.“Elliot, I
haven’t seen you smile for a long time, can you smile at me?” In order to
adjust the atmosphere, Avery made this little request.

“Another request.” Elliot couldn’t help laughing.

“Then can you let me accompany you to the hospital for a detailed
examination?” Avery changed her request, “Aside from your mental state, I
feel that your body is actually very healthy. So I really want to take you to
the hospital. “

Elliot: “What if I refuse?”

“You added the word ‘if’, which means you don’t want to refuse me so
strongly.” Avery analyzed his eyes and his tone thoroughly, “Elliot, I said,
don’t be afraid. No matter what you become, you are the man I love the
most. I will not treat you as an alien, let alone a monster. When we return
home, I will marry you.”

“No.” Elliot said coldly without hesitation, “I may die at any time, and I
don’t even dare to see the child, let alone give you any promises.”
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His words made her fall into silence.

All the disguised strength collapsed at this moment.

Elliot could die at any moment…just because he thought he could die at any
moment, so he didn’t dare to see the child or go out.

“You won’t die.” After a brief silence, Avery regained her courage, “Elliot,
let’s take a nap! When we’re asleep, let’s go to the hospital together.”

Avery was not discussing with him. She had put him on hold for a few days,
and there was no escaping this matter.

Tate Industries, branch in Bridgedale.

After Katalina’s parents were driven away by their daughter in Aryadelle,
they flew back to Bridgedale.

Because Norah was in Bridgedale.

When Norah was in the meeting room, the assistant came to tell her that her
aunt and uncle were here. She had a hunch in her heart why they came, so
she didn’t go to see them immediately.

she deliberately delayed the time for more than an hour before returning to
the office.



“Norah, I went to Aryadelle to see Katalina with your uncle. However, she
was seriously injured and was hospitalized in the hospital.” Laurel spoke
first.

Norah picked up the water glass on the desk, took a sip of water, and asked
leisurely: “If that’s the case, why don’t you take care of her in Aryadelle?”

“Katalina said she was forced to jump into the river. Norah, this matter is
not you. Did you do it?” Laurel said worriedly, “I know that Katalina is
sorry for you first. Your mother told me that Katalina must have told Avery
what you did in private, but aren’t you safe and sound? Why do you still
want to? Katalina is forced to die? she’s is the only our daughter!”“Auntie,
do you have any evidence?” Norah put down the water glass and looked
cold, “It’s like I have no evidence to prove that Katalina betrayed me, so I
never cried in front of you. Tell me how aggrieved I am.”

Laurel: “Norah, it’s boring for you to say such a thing. Of course, there is
no enemy in Aryadelle. No one wants to harm her except you…”

“You said so, that’s me!” Norah simply admitted, “I’m not dead now, it’s
not that I’m talented. It’s my biological father Travis’s ability! Elliot and
Avery haven’t settled with me now, maybe they will settle with me in the
future. I’m walking a tightrope on a cliff now, and your useless daughter
lives a stable life, why?”“Norah! You vicious woman! I didn’t believe it
was you! But you actually admitted it! I was blind, I shouldn’t have lend
you money to study at university! You want to kill my daughter, I’ll kill
you, I’ll kill you!” Laurel collapsed, picked up the things on the desk and
smashed it at Norah.

Norah clenched her fist tightly and did not fight back!

The woman in front of her was her aunt, and she couldn’t do it with her
elders.

With a ‘bang’, Laurel took the water cup and smashed Norah’s head.

Blood dripped down her forehead!



Norah felt that the world in front of her had turned into a scarlet.

“Have you had enough trouble?! If you don’t leave, I’ll call the security
guard!” Norah roared with a grim face.

Lincoln immediately took his wife away.

After they left, Norah wiped the blood on her face with a tissue, then left
the company with a bag and drove to the hospital.

When she arrived at the hospital, she saw two familiar figures not far away.

It seems to be Avery and Elliot.

Norah thought she was dizzy and hallucinated, so she reached out and
squeezed her arm.
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There was a sober pain in Norah’s arm and she realised that she was not in
dream.

She didn’t want to meet them head-on, so she turned sideways immediately,
wanting to wait for them to leave before registering.

Unexpectedly, Avery suddenly turned her head and chatted with Elliot, only
to catch a glimpse of Norah out of the corner of her eye.

Elliot saw that Avery was looking straight at a certain place, so he followed
her gaze.

For Norah, Elliot felt a little strange for a while.

Norah originally thought that the two of them would come towards her,
warning and threatening, but she didn’t expect that they just looked at her,
except Avery’s fierce eyes, there was no other action.

Norah turned a blind eye to Avery’s eyes. After all, Travis was protecting
her now, so she didn’t need to be afraid of them.

So after a brief struggle, Norah strode towards them.

Avery saw Norah’s coming, and immediately held Elliot’s hand tightly.

Norah walked up to them quickly, and stopped before Avery’s bodyguard
walked in front of her to block her.



“It’s a coincidence that I met you in the hospital.” Norah’s eyes fell on
Elliot’s face, “Elliot, long time no see. I heard that you were resurrected by
Margaret, I really envy you for having such good luck. Now, you can still
be resurrected. Besides, you look like a real person, and the current
medicine is really amazing.”

Avery looked at the wound on Norah’s forehead, listened to her teasing
tone, and said coldly, “Norah, I have never forgotten what you have done to
me and Elliot. You should have heard the saying that it is not too late for a
gentleman to take revenge in ten years.”

“You don’t need to remind me. You remind me, it will only make me feel
how incompetent you are now. Showing your weakness to the enemy is not
a smart thing.” Norah saw that Avery dared not do anything to herself, she
felt relieved.

“What did she do to us?” Elliot didn’t know what Norah did, so he asked
Avery.

Without waiting for Avery to answer, Norah spoke first: “You were in
Yonroeville, and you were locked in the suburban basement. Avery said I
did it. Elliot, do you think I have such great ability? I will kill you all, I
can’t get your Sterling Group, I still have to complete the gambling
agreement… So what is my motive for killing you?”

“Norah, how dare you argue!” Avery did not expect Norah to be so brazen,
“Do you think Elliot is not the old Elliot, so he will listen to your words?
You should save your energy! Because he is still the old Elliot!”

“You said he is still the old Elliot. Elliot, why don’t you go back to
Aryadelle? What are you two doing in the hospital? Are you checking your
body? Or is there something wrong with your body? You look normal! It
must be Elliot’s body, right?” Norah said arbitrarily while laughing, “If you
want to prove that I did the murder of the two of you in the Yonroeville
before, you have to show evidence. There is no evidence, and children
understand the truth, don’t you understand it?”



Avery saw Norah wanted to walk away, so she quickly said: “What
happened to the injury on your forehead? You fell? Or was someone
beaten? Did you bleed a lot? I see if there is any blood on the corner of your
mouth.. …Does it hurt?”

“What’s your business?!” Norah said angrily.

“I just remind you that you will suffer more than that.” Avery said coldly,
and led Elliot away.

Norah gritted her teeth and watched the backs of the two of them leaving.
Her chest heaving quickly.

When the nurse cleaned and bandaged her wound, she took out her mobile
phone and sent a message to Travis’s assistant: [I just met Avery and Elliot.
Avery told me that she would not let us get the Tate Industries. She said that
when she had dealt with Elliot’s matter, she would take revenge on us. You
can remind my dad and let him plan ahead.]

After seeing her news, the assistant replied: [What is Avery going to do
with Elliot?]

Norah: [She brought Elliot to the hospital. I think she will let Elliot get out
of Aunt Gomez’s control as soon as possible.]

Assistant: [I know. what are you thinking?]

Norah: [Isn’t Dad about to marry Aunt Gomez? Since Aunt Gomez can
control Elliot now, why not use Aunt Gomez to get what we want directly?
Dad wants Tate Industries, so why don’t we just ask Elliot to send Tate
Industries over?]

Assistant: [Your Dad’s target is more than a small Tate Industries.]

Norah: [Isn’t the Tate Industries not small? Dad really wants the Tate
Industries!]
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Assistant: [If we can get the Dream Maker Group, will you still like the
Tate Industries?]

Norah: […]

She didn’t expect that Travis’s ambitions would be so great.

Assistant: [Norah, I know you are high-spirited and have your own ideas,
but based on my experience, I advise you to listen to your father’s words.
Only by listening to him can you be more successful.]

Norah: [Sincerely, if you listen to my father like this, how much does he
pay you every year?]

Assistant: […]

Assistant: [You said you met Avery and Elliot in the hospital, what are you
doing at the hospital?]

Norah: [I was beaten.]

Assistant: [Who dares to hit you? Are you convenient to answer the phone
now?]

Norah: [My aunt called it. But from the moment she hit me, she was not my
aunt.]



Assistant: [I said who was so bold and dared to hit you. Are you free at
night? I invite you to dinner.]

Norah hesitated.

Travis’s assistant was in his 40s. He was a divorced middle-aged man. He
looked very greasy, but he spoke and did things very well, and won Travis’s
trust.

Norah was now facing the enemy from both sides. On the one hand, Avery
and Elliot might retaliate at any time, and on the other hand, Travis’s
contempt and suppression. She couldn’t use her talents at all.

Her current life, looking bright and beautiful, was actually extremely
useless.

She had to find a way out of this predicament.

…

Avery took Elliot for a brain CT.

“Elliot, don’t be afraid, you will be fine soon.” Avery sent him to the CT
room.

Elliot’s mind was not on this.

He asked, “We were framed by someone in Yonroeville. Is it really Norah
who did it?”

“Norah’s cousin, Layla’s teacher, said that Norah did it. She heard Norah
talking to others on the phone.” Avery looked at him, “We’ll talk about this
later. Let’s leave her alone.”

Elliot knew that for her now, the most important thing was the special
device in his head.

It’s like a ticking time bomb that will explode someday.



After doing the CT, after five minutes, his results came out.

The doctor who performed CT scan on Elliot glanced at his list, and a
surprised expression appeared on his face.

Avery took the order from the doctor, and then took Elliot out of the
radiology department first.

“Isn’t there another film?” Elliot asked.

“It will take about an hour for the film to be picked up. The doctor’s
computer already has the image.” Avery said, picked up the CT report and
glanced at it.
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CT prompt, there was a metal foreign body in his brain.

There was a flash of disappointment in Avery’s eyes.

Originally, she still had a glimmer of fantasy, hoping that Margaret’s
resurrection technique was fake.

But now that the CT results came out, her illusion was also shattered.

“What’s wrong?” Elliot looked at the expression on her face and asked, “Is
the situation not very good?”

Avery immediately shook her head: “No. This report only says that there is
a foreign body in your head. I’ll take you to another examination first, and
when the other examinations are done, your film should be ready to be
taken.” After a pause, Avery added, “Elliot, don’t be too pessimistic. When
Professor James Hough praised me before, he said that I am more powerful
than Margaret. The research Margaret can do, I will definitely be able to
solve it quickly.”

Elliot: “I’m afraid you are too tired.”

“I’m not tired, not at all. Without you, l…I feel tired. I am tired from eating,
sleeping, and breathing. Now that you are by my side, I am motivated to do
anything.” Avery took his arm, grabbed his big palm, and squeezed hard,
“You’re warmth, and the smell on your body is still the same as before. You



are clearly the same Elliot from before. Norah deliberately said that you
looked like a real person to anger us. Don’t take her words to heart.”

“If you don’t mention it, I don’t even remember her saying this.” Elliot
followed her forward, “You care more about other people’s opinions.”

“Really? It’s fine if you don’t care.” Avery let out a smile, ” When we go
back later, let’s buy a cake and go back. I haven’t eaten cake for a long
time, and I suddenly want to eat it.”

Elliot: “Well.”

In the evening, Jones’s family.

Travis was in a good mood today, so in the afternoon, he called his second
son Emilio and asked him to come to the old house for dinner in the
evening.

Emilio came to the old house at half past five in the afternoon.

After drinking a cup of tea, Travis came back.

“Dad, you called me over for dinner today, do you have anything to
explain?” Emilio held his father’s arm and helped him into the room.

“I have nothing to say, so can’t I call you to come and accompany me to
dinner?” Travis let go of his hand, “You are my only son now, Emilio, I
have high hopes for you, you can’t let me down.”

Dad, since I belong to the Jones family, I must be devoted to the Jones
family and to you.” Emilio followed his father and walked to the dining
room, “Where’s Aunt Gomez?”

“She’s been watching the house with her daughter these two days. Her
house is too old, and she wants to buy a new one for her daughter.” Travis
returned, “You don’t seem to have seen her daughter yet?”

Emilio: “No. Aunt Gomez has never brought her daughter to our house.”



“Also I did not see her daughter.” When Travis said this, his thick eyebrows
were slightly wrinkled, “Margaret said that her daughter is more introverted
and doesn’t like to deal with others very much. Moreover, her daughter is
not her own, she adopted her, so it doesn’t matter if we meet or not. “

Emilio: “Aunt Gomez is so kind to this adopted daughter.”

“How do you say Margaret is different from ordinary people. If she really
wants to get out of my control, she can completely get rid of me. After all,
I’m sure she can win the March Medical Award. Now I want to make
friends with her rich people, I’m afraid I can’t count them with ten fingers.
But she still willingly stayed by my side and helped me stop the scandal. I
really want to thank Margaret.” Travis was moved.

Emilio analyzed, “Maybe Aunt Gomez really likes you. Dad, you are
actually a very attractive man.”

Travis laughed and said: “Hehe, you don’t have to flatter me, You’re my
son and you are also a smart boy. You certainly won’t be as confused as
your big brother…”

“Dad, I didn’t flatter you.” Emilio interrupted his father’s words, “It’s not
that you can achieve success just by yourself. Some people say that you got
the beauty and medicine after you died of a brother. I think those people are
all farting. If you don’t have the ability, how can you make MH Medicine
stronger?”

The expression on Travis’s face froze.

“Dad, let me have two drinks with you!” Emilio said, and instructed the
servant, “Bring a bottle of champagne.”
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Travis: “Emilio, you told me this, do you think I did something wrong
before? You think I am not confident enough, So kill those d*mn women
and children.”

Emilio: “Dad, the past is over, I tell you this, I hope you and Aunt Gomez
can be loving and loving, and be beautiful. “

“Ha ha ha! As long as Margaret doesn’t betray me, of course I won’t kill
her. I called you here today for your life event. Travis’s face was full of
smiles again, “Emilio, you are matured boy, and it is time to start a family. I
want to hug my grandson. “

Emilio was sitting on pins and needles: “Dad, why do you suddenly want to
hug your grandson?”

“Why can’t I want to hug my grandson? Isn’t it normal to want to hold a
grandson? You don’t get married, do you plan to be single for the rest of
your life?” Travis picked up the chopsticks and put the chopsticks green
vegetables in his mouth, “Do you have a woman you like? “

Emilio: “No.”

“Emilio, you are lying.” Travis glared at him, “Don’t you like Avery? I see
it all.”

Emilio was stunned for a moment, “Dad, Avery and Elliot are a couple, and
they have given birth to many children.”



Elliot is already dead, and now this Elliot is just an air at our mercy.” When
Margaret marries me, I can use Margaret’s control over Elliot to let Avery
marry you.” Travis said his plan, “Emilio, I praised you for being smart just
now, you won’t be as confused as your eldest brother, will you?”

Emilio pursed his lips and didn’t speak.

His thoughts were a little confused.

He did have a crush on Avery. Who doesn’t like a young, beautiful and
capable woman like Avery?

Even if Avery was married, divorced and had children, Emilio would still
be with her.

The problem was, Avery couldn’t possibly fall in love with Emilio at all.

“Dad, didn’t you say that Aunt Gomez is different from ordinary people? If
Aunt Gomez really wanted to use Elliot to threaten Avery, she would have
threatened Avery long ago.” Emilio asked suspiciously, “Can you convince
her to stand on your side?”

“Didn’t you just say that Margaret loves me? You also said that I am very
attractive.” Travis felt that his plan was unstoppable.

After Margaret married him, whether Margaret loved him or not, she had to
listen to him.

At this time the servant came with champagne.

Emilio took the wine and poured it for his father. Two hours later, Emilio
accompanied his father to dinner and returned to his residence.

He thought about it, and felt uneasy, so he sent Avery a message.

…

Avery took Elliot to the hospital this afternoon for an examination and went
home, and she began to study Elliot’s various examination reports.



The most important thing was his brain film.

At 8:30 in the evening, Elliot came to the study and reminded Avery to take
a bath.

Avery immediately put down the documents at hand and followed him back
to the master bedroom.

Back in the master bedroom, Avery took the pajamas and entered the
bathroom.

The phone she was laying on the bed suddenly lit up.

Elliot looked at the screen of Avery’s mobile phone and saw the message
Emilio sent her.
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–Avery, my dad wants us to get married. I guess he wants the Dream maker
Group. He thinks that if you marry me, he will get the Dream Maker Group.

–He said that after he married Margaret, he would implement this plan. If
you don’t want to marry me, then you should find a way! Because I can’t
fight against my dad.

Emilio sent two messages in total.

These two pieces of information were seen by Elliot.

Elliot stared at the phone screen for a while, wanting to see if Emilio would
continue to send messages, but after the phone screen went black, it never
turned on.

Not long after, Avery came out of the bathroom after taking a shower.

“Buy me a mobile phone.” Elliot leaned against the bedside, holding a book
that Avery bought for him, and made this request to her.

“Okay. Should I still use your old mobile phone brand? Is the mobile phone
number a replacement for your previous number, or a new one?” Avery
walked to the bed and stared at his face.

He offered to use her cell phone, indicating that he wanted to be in contact
with someone other than her.



This was a good thing.

Sooner or later, he will open his heart and slowly walk out of the haze.

Avery didn’t ask him to fully recover to the proud man he was back then, as
long as he didn’t close himself up, that would be a great thing.

“Use a new number!” Elliot thought for a while and replied.

“Okay, let’s go shopping together tomorrow!” Avery wanted to go out with
him to have a look.

The two of them were in the hospital together this afternoon, and Avery felt
fulfilled every minute and every second.

She could feel that Elliot was real, flesh and blood, no different from that
Elliot back then.

“I don’t want to go out. I’m a little tired today.” Elliot rejected her proposal.
“If you want to go out, you can ask the bodyguard to accompany you out.”

“Elliot you must have exceeded the standard. Then go to sleep! I have to go
to the study for a while. I can’t sleep so early.” Avery’s mouth was hooked,
and she discussed with him softly.

Elliot nodded: “Don’t be too late.”

“I’ll definitely be back to sleep before midnight. You don’t have to worry
about me.” Avery whispered and kissed him on the cheek.

For her sudden kiss, his body suddenly felt like an electric shock, sending
an electric current.

“Elliot, I’ll be busy next time, and I may not have much time to accompany
you. If you want something or want to say something to me, you must take
the initiative to tell me. Otherwise, I may not be able to take care of your
mood.” Avery pressed his forehead and discuss with him in a low voice.

She could feel his body temperature heating up and getting hot in an instant.



What an interesting response.

How could Elliot be a fake?

“Well, you’re busy with your own business, don’t mind me.” His breathing
became hoarse and heavy, probably because he wasn’t used to such an
atmosphere. He pushed her body slightly.

Avery was not aggrieved, she looked at him with her eyebrows bent, and
said softly, “Then go to sleep! I’ll buy you a mobile phone tomorrow
morning. You can see the new phone when you sleep and open your eyes.”

“Well.” Elliot put the book in his hand on the bedside table and put it down,
“Take your mobile phone to the study, what if someone calls you?”

“Oh, good.” Avery picked up her mobile phone and turned off the
headlights in the room and left the bedroom.

She took her mobile phone and came to the study. Unexpectedly, Mike
stayed inside.
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“What are you doing in my study?” Avery strode up to Mike.

Mike held Elliot’s inspection report sheet in his hand and looked at it very
intently.

Avery dared to say that Mike didn’t take Elliot medical report so seriously.

Mike: “I’ll look at his test results! You didn’t tell me…”

“Elliot was there at dinner at that time. You asked other people’s test results
directly in front of others like this. Is it?” Avery took the checklist from
Mike’s hand and put it on the table, “Elliot has indeed been implanted with
a special device in his brain. Apart from that, there is nothing wrong with
his body. It can be said that except for I can’t understand this thing in his
brain, his other indicators are normal.”

“Isn’t this good?” Mike was a little surprised by the result, “Margaret’s
resurrection technique, is it so powerful? After installing this device, it can
really make the dead live like real people.”

“What is the real life? Mike, don’t say such things in front of me!” This is
the second time Avery has heard such words today. It was Norah who said it
for the first time.

Whether it was malice or ridicule, Avery felt uncomfortable when she heard
it.



“I didn’t mean to… I just wanted to say that Elliot is actually no different
from a normal person now. Let him not put on his face all day.” Mike put a
hand on Avery’s shoulder, “You every day…Don’t you feel uncomfortable
facing his cold face?”

“Elliot’s not cold to me in private.” Avery pushed Mike’s hand away, “you
go out, I’m busy.”

Mike: “I can go out, but What time are you going to go to bed? It’s 9:00
p.m.”

“Don’t worry about me. I’m not a 3-year-old.” Avery gave him a look.

If MIke didn’t leave, Avery considered pushing him out.

“Have you noticed that Hayden has been in a bad mood these two days?”
Mike took two steps to the door, then stopped, “After returning from Elliot,
Hayden didn’t talk much.”

“Why can’t I feel it? I…I understand my son. He probably couldn’t accept
Elliot becoming like this. Although he looked like he hated Elliot before,
Elliot was his biological father after all, and after Elliot knew that Hayden
was his own son, he was almost obedient to Elliot. It’s impossible for
Hayden to completely ignore what happened to Elliot.”

MIke: “Yes. Hayden is actually a cool kid who is cold on the outside and
hot on the inside.”

Avery: “He hates people saying he is a child the most.”

“Uh…I went to find him. He has a heart-to-heart talk. Don’t stay up too
late. I’ll come to the study at midnight to check.” Mike finished and walked
out.

Avery took a sigh of relief and sat down in the chair. She held the phone in
her hand, as she was accustomed to, and before putting it down, she turned
it on and glanced at it.

So, she saw the message from Emilio.



After she took Elliot back, she didn’t contact Emilio. After all, the two of
them had nothing to do with each other in private.

After seeing what Emilio sent, her complexion suddenly changed, and her
inner peace no longer existed.

With trembling fingers, she dialed Emilio.

Emilio answered in seconds: “Did you see the message I sent you?”

“Yes! Your dad really intends to do this?!” Avery was so dizzy with anger
that she held her head with the other hand, so that she could hold on.
“Margaret promised me that she would not embarrass me and Elliot…”

“What I’m telling you is just my dad’s thoughts. Margaret hasn’t been with
my dad for the past two days. She’s buying a house with her adopted
daughter, so she probably doesn’t know what my dad thinks!” Emilio said,
“Avery, if you really have to marry me for Elliot’s sake, don’t blame me.”

Avery almost wanted to blurt out ‘I won’t marry you’, but she could not
speak.

For Elliot…for Elliot, Avery will do anything.

“I’m going to find Margaret.” Avery’s eyes were scarlet. After saying this,
she hung up the phone.
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Just when Avery was about to call Margaret, Emilio’s message came: [Calm
down, please? If you look for Margaret now, won’t you expose me?]

Emilio told Avery the news as soon as what Travis said to him. If Travis
knew about it, he would definitely question Emilio’s loyalty to him.

Because Travis had not told Margaret about this, and Avery was going to
Margaret to talk about it, Margaret would definitely ask Travis.

Avery looked at the text message, and her emotions gradually calmed down.

No one could stop Travis’s ambition.

Avery didn’t talk about Emilio and she was afraid Margaret couldn’t change
Travis’s decision.

Travis made up his mind that Avery would be controlled by Margaret.

If Margaret wanted to get rid of their control, Avery could only find a
solution as soon as possible. If there was no way to find a solution before
Travis threatened Avery, she can only be at the mercy of Travis.

After thinking about this, Avery’s heart froze for a while.

If Travis planned to implement this plan after marrying Margaret, then no
matter how hard Avery tried, she would not be able to solve Elliot’s
problem in such a short time.



Avery breathed heavily, feeling like a huge stone was pressed in her heart.
She couldn’t tell Elliot about this.

If She told Elliot, how sad Elliot would be.

What Elliot was most worried about was that Avery was threatened because
of his affairs, and Avery comforted Elliot at the time, saying that Margaret
would not embarrass them.

Who would have thought that Margaret didn’t embarrass them, but Travis
didn’t plan to let them go.

Margaret’s willingness to marry Travis showed that Margaret agreed with
Travis, and most of them agreed with Travis’s actions.

Avery had to plan for the worst.

….

In a hospital of Aryadelle.

After three days of hospitalization, Katalina felt that her body was almost
recovered, so she wanted to be discharged.

After she told Aqi last night that she wanted to be discharged from the
hospital today, Aqi came early this morning.

Aqi didn’t come alone. He brought a strange man over.

Katalina looked at the strange man beside Aqi with a surprised but polite
smile: “Aqi, is this your… brother?”

“No.” Aqi replied, “This is what I gave to you is a bodyguard. He will
protect you and make you safe from danger in the future.”

Katalina: “…”

“Hello, Miss Larson, my name is Frank Hicks. You can call me Frank.”
Frank Introduced himself to Katalina.



Katalina had a hard time accepting the sudden bodyguard. She pulled Aqi
and walked outside the ward to talk alone.

Katalina said, “Aqi, why are you looking for a bodyguard for me? Didn’t I
tell you, my parents have gone to my cousin. Now that my family and my
cousin’s family have broken up. My cousin should not bother me
anymore…”

When Katalina found out about this, she was very shocked. She didn’t
expect that her parents would go to Norah for a big fight for her, and
because of this, she would tear up her face with her aunt’s family.

Originally, Katalina’s mother, Laurel wanted to come over to take care of
Katalina, but Katalina refused her.

Katalina quarreled with her mother before, and now meeting her parents
was too embarrassing.

“Don’t use your thinking to speculate on Norah’s thinking. Since I found a
bodyguard for you, you can use him as your bodyguard and you don’t need
to pay to him.” Aqi was cold-faced and soft-hearted, “And from now, don’t
argue with me anymore.”

Katalina said, “How dare I ask you to pay me for a bodyguard? Maybe the
money you pay for this bodyguard is higher than my salary.”

Aqi: “That’s for sure.”

Katalina: “Then I might as well stay at home. What kind of work do I need
to do?”

“It’s okay. Then go and resign your job.” Aqi followed her words.

Katalina supported her forehead: “I’m young, it’s so boring not to go to
work. I still have to go to work…”

Aqi: “Then let Frank protect you when you commute every day.”
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“I can’t tell you.” Katalina compromised, “Aqi, you are so good to me and I
don’t even know what to do.”

Aqi cleared his throat embarrassingly and changed the subject: “Are you
and your parents reconciled?”

“Forget it! They have made such a big change for me, which shows that
they have me in their hearts. And they said that they will never force me to
marry someone I don’t like in the future…” Katalina jumped into the river
this time, although she was forced, but it was a blessing in disguise.

If it hadn’t happened, the deteriorating relationship between Katalina and
her parents might not have resolved so quickly.

“Then…Have you been working here for a while or Are going back to your
parents?” Aqi continued to ask.

Katalina couldn’t help laughing: “You ask this, are you reluctant to let me
go?”

Aqi’s face changed, and he denied it: “No. No. You can leave if you
want…”

Katalina: “You still lie…Look at how red your face. You don’t feel ashamed
if you like me.”



Aqi didn’t expect her to speak so directly and couldn’t resist, so she turned
her head and left.

Katalina looked at the back of his leaving, and smiled even more cheerfully.

Such a mighty and tall man was so shy because of her words.

After laughing, Katalina thought about it seriously.

After reconciling with her parents, she did consider returning to her parents,
but she was a little bit reluctant to Layla.

So she planned to continue to work here. As for whether he would stay in
the future, it depended on Aqi’s performance.

……..

Bridgedale.

A flash of lightning split the clouds, through the floor-to-ceiling windows,
into the bedroom.

Immediately after, a thunderous ‘boom’ woke up Elliot on the bed.

He opened his eyes and looked out the window.

The window was covered with dark clouds, the wind was howling, and the
rain was crackling against the window.

With a ‘pop’, Avery turned on the room light.

“The weather is not very good today.” Avery rubbed his eyes and looked at
the time, “It’s 8 o’clock in the morning. Are you hungry?”

Elliot looked out the window, a little lost.

Avery got out of bed, walked to the window, and completely opened the
curtains. This would make the outside scenery clearer.



“Elliot, I’ll go out and buy a mobile phone for you when the rain has eased.
I didn’t read the weather forecast yesterday, so I didn’t expect it to rain
today.” Avery stood by the window and murmured.

“Don’t go out when the weather is bad.” Elliot lifted the quilt and got out of
bed, “I’m a little hungry, let’s have breakfast!”

“Yeah. I checked the weather forecast, it’s impossible to rain heavily all
day.” Avery returned to the bed. At the bedside, she picked up the phone
and checked the weather forecast.

The weather forecast showed that the rain would subside by 10 o’clock.

At 9:30 a.m., the rain stopped.

Avery and the bodyguard went out to buy a mobile phone for Elliot.

Not long after, Ben Schaffer came to visit Elliot.

Ben Schaffer came to see Elliot every day, even if Elliot didn’t talk to him,
it didn’t matter.

Ben asked, “Where’s Avery?”

“Avery went out to buy a mobile phone for Mr. Foster.” The nanny replied.

“Elliot, do you want a mobile phone? Just tell me, I’ll buy it for you!” Ben
Schaffer was excited, “On my way here, I happened to pass by a mobile
phone store.”

Elliot: “I don’t have a mobile phone. but why I tell you to buy for me a
mobile phone?”

“Haha! You can use Avery’s cell phone to contact me!” Ben Schaffer didn’t
expect that he would be willing to talk to him today, “I originally thought, if
you ignore me again, I will go back to Aryadelle…”

“Go home.” Elliot interrupted him.
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Ben Schaffer was stunned for a moment and then said, “I’m worried about
you?”

“Why are you worried about me?” Elliot asked, “Are you worried that I’ll
be hungry and have nothing to eat, or if I’m cold and have no clothes to
wear? Or when will I die and won’t see the last one?”

Ben Schaffer was choked by him and didn’t know how to answer.

“Elliot, of course I didn’t mean that… I said I worried about you because I
haven’t seen you for a long time, so I want to chat with you more…”

“You are worried that we won’t have a chance to talk again in the future!”
Elliot continued to analyze the true meaning of his words.

Ben Schaffer said calmly, “Of course not! I have confidence in Avery. Since
you bought a new phone today, I will go back to Aryadelle tomorrow.”

“You already know about Norah, right?” Elliot asked.

“Yes, Norah framed you and Avery in Yonroeville.” Ben Schaffer said
seriously, “This Norah is really ruthless. You can’t tell from her appearance
that she is such a person. She used to be so flattering. To please you, I
thought she was the same as those women who pursued you before, who
knew that she would want to destroy her if she didn’t get it.”



“Norah now relies on Travis, and Travis is about to marry Margaret, so we
can’t touch Norah for the time being. However, we must not let the Tate
Industries fall into the hands of Norah and Travis.” Elliot was brooding
about this matter.

The Tate family’s surname is Tate, and it belongs to Avery.

“Elliot, do you mean to abolish the gambling agreement and make Norah
out of the game?” Ben Schaffer considered his words and guessed, “If this
is the case, we will have to pay her a lot of money. It’s really not worth it. “

“Then do you have a better way?” Elliot asked rhetorically.

“I’ll go back and think about it… If there is really no other way, then
according to what you said, abolish the agreement. In fact, even if we kick
Norah out, Norah will not be too bad, She is the daughter of Travis and
coupled with her outstanding personal ability. Travis will definitely take
Norah to work with him.”

Elliot didn’t answer. If it wasn’t for Margaret now controlling his brain, he
would definitely not just kick Norah out.

Ben Schaffer knew what he was thinking, so after pondering for a moment,
he said, “Wait until Avery has thoroughly researched Margaret’s technical
achievements, then Travis and Norah, we will clean up together.”

About half an hour later, Avery came back with a new mobile phone.

Seeing that Ben Schaffer was there, Avery smiled and said, “Brother Ben,
you are here! Stay for lunch at noon!”

“Okay!” Ben Schaffer saw the new mobile phone in her hand and stretched
out his hand, “This is what you gave to Elliot. Did Elliot buy a new phone?
Is it the latest model?”

“Well. I gave him a new phone number, you can save his new phone
number.” Avery handed the new phone number to Ben Schaffer.



“Why use a new number? The old number has been used for so many years,
so just get a new card.” Ben Schaffer took the phone and dialed his number
to save his number later.

“I’m going to use the new phone number.” Elliot took back his new phone
from Ben Schaffer.

“It’s good to use a new number, so as to avoid too many harassing calls.”
Avery smiled warmly, and then said, “Ben Schaffer, chat with Elliot for a
while, I’m busy.”

Ben: “Well, go ahead! No need to take care of us.”

After Avery walked away, Elliot opened the phone address book, and some
numbers were already recorded in it. For example, hers, Shea, Layla,
Hayden, and Ben Schaffer and Chad.
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“I feel that Avery has become so gentle now. I’m not used to it.” Ben
Schaffer sighed, “If she was so gentle before, you wouldn’t always quarrel.”

“I would rather she be like that. That way it can prove that I am the same as
before.” Elliot put down the phone.

“Elliot, your current situation is temporary. You should give yourself a long
vacation.” Ben Schaffer understood how uncomfortable he was, “You will
have good luck, if you don’t die.”

“Ben Schaffer, are you so optimistic?” Elliot looked at Ben, neither hurried
nor slow, “Avery can just coax me, you can coax me too.”

Ben Schaffer was uncomfortable with his sharp eyes.

“Did you ask me to talk to you about what happened behind you?” Ben
Schaffer couldn’t bear it, “Elliot, I said that I believe in Avery, and I really
believe it. It’s not to coax you, or to paralyze myself. “

Elliot: “If the price she has to pay for saving me is too high, I’d rather not
have her save me.”

“Don’t think too much about it, let her try.” Ben Schaffer prayed, “Are you
bored at home every day? Do you want to go somewhere else? Where do
you want to go? I’ll take you there. Avery has been busy recently, she
doesn’t have time to accompany you, I have time.”



Elliot shook his head: “I don’t want to go anywhere.”

“You still want to stay with Avery, don’t you?” Ben Schaffer’s mouth
twitched, “Even if I want to take you out to relax, I’m afraid Avery won’t
let you go. I dare say, she’s never been so careful with you now for her
children.”

Elliot was noncommittal.

…….

Jones family.

The weather was bad today, so Margaret didn’t accompany Emmy to see the
house.

Travis asked the bodyguard to take Margaret to Jones’s house early in the
morning, because the costume designer had already made their wedding
dresses and sent them this morning for them to try on.

When they chose the style before, they both chose it together, so the
designer never imagined that Margaret would express dissatisfaction with
the color of the clothes after seeing the finished clothes.

“Red is too tacky.” Margaret held the wedding dress she was going to wear,
and raised her brows, “Everyone else wears red and white when they get
married, but I don’t like being like others.”

Travis asked with a smile: “Then what do you want? What color? Pink?
Purple? Or…”

“I like black.” Margaret said firmly, “I checked, black represents mystery
and elegance, which coincides with my personality, so I think I want a black
dress. Travis, what do you think?”

Travis doesn’t like black. He felt bad for black.

When Thery get married, if They wear a black dress, even the joy of
marriage is diluted.



“Margaret, are you sure you want to wear a black dress? Why didn’t you
say it before? Now that the clothes are ready, if you change the color, I’m
afraid it will be too late.” Travis was unwilling to compromise, “Otherwise,
let’s get married first. It’s over, you like black clothes, I will let the designer
design black clothes for you, and you can order as many black clothes as
you want.”

“I will only marry this time in my life. If this is the only wedding and I
can’t decide the color of the wedding dress according to my own mind then
I will feel that I am not valued.” Margaret lowered her eyes and looked sad,
“Actually, I have always liked black. You never asked me what color I like,
and I also I’m embarrassed to say it. Now our relationship is about to go
further, so I don’t think it’s too much for me to make this request, right?”

Travis was a little angry when Margaret was accused of standing on the
moral high ground. But thinking that there were important things to ask her
next, so he could only follow her.

“If you like black, then order a black dress!” Travis promised Margaret and
looked at the designer, “Before the wedding, the clothes must be made!”
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After the designer takes orders, he immediately takes away the retired dress.

As soon as the designer left, Travis helped Margaret to sit down on the sofa.

“Margaret, you should have told me last time. This way, the designer
doesn’t have to rush to work again. Money is a trivial matter, and it is
mainly a waste of time.” Travis said with a pleasant expression.

“Travis, I’m sorry! This time it’s my problem. I didn’t think much about it
when we were choosing styles last time. Now that the wedding is
approaching, I’m a little nervous…” Margaret explained, “I’ve lived most
of my life, and I’m used to being free and loose. After marrying you, I will
live with a new identity. I’m a little nervous just thinking about it!”

“Margaret, don’t be nervous. I won’t let you down. I’m done playing. I’ve
been tired of playing for most of my life. Now I just want to settle down.
And you are the most suitable woman for me.” Travis held her hand and
comforted, “Although I don’t like black, I’m willing to make changes for
you. You are the only woman who can subdue me.”

This was the most beautiful love story Travis could think of.

Margaret had a happy smile on her face.

“Have you been optimistic about the house in the past two days?” Travis
asked, “If there is a real estate you like, you can tell me. I will help you to
see if there is a better floor.”



“We don’t live in it, so let Emmy choose it herself and the Award bonus
hasn’t arrived yet, so even if Emmy like it now, I can’t buy it for her.”
Margaret is not very anxious about this matter, “I’ve been exhausted from
looking at the house in the past two days. I’ll stay at home next time. Let’s
take a good rest and wait for our wedding date.”

“Haha, you should wait for the March Medical Award first!” On the second
day of their wedding, Travis fantasized, “I will go to the scene then. Look at
you accepting the award. At that time, the entire medical field and even the
whole society will be swiped by your name.”

Margaret also fantasized about that day. It was the glory she had dreamed of
having in her life.

“Margaret, have you chosen the clothes you will wear to receive the
award?” Travis was suddenly curious, “You will be dressed beautifully
then.”

“I have already chosen it. It was the last time we went shopping together.
The white dress I bought.” Margaret pulled Travis up from the sofa, “I’ll
show you. I’ve also chosen the jewelry. I have a set of blue pearl jewelry,
and then the white dress will go with blue pearls. It must be very elegant.”

“Margaret, since you like white, why did you choose black for our
wedding? If you choose blue, it would be fine.” Travis felt a little queasy, so
Margaret also liked white and blue, so he puzzled.

“I prefer black. Black has a sense of mystery, white and blue do not.”
Margaret insisted, “Travis, I saw a set of black dresses on the Internet,
which are very beautiful. I will find the pictures for you to Look.”

Travis: “Okay.”

Three days later, Avery received all the copies of Margaret’s research on the
resurrection technique from Professor Greens.

With so many documents, Avery couldn’t read them all by herself. So she
asked a few trusted friends and seniors in the medical field to come and see.



After these people came, they immediately entered Avery’s study room.

After Avery explained Elliot’s situation to everyone, everyone looked
embarrassed.

“There is only one way to quickly understand this technology. That is to
take out the device in Elliot’s head, and then disassemble the device, so as
to study why it can bring people back to life.” The senior 2 put forward
their own ideas.

The senior 3: “What if Elliot dies if I take out that device? It’s too risky!”

The senior 2: “Yeah! Why can’t Avery think of this way? She definitely
doesn’t want to take this risk!”

The senior 1 took Elliot’s film and stared at it for a while.
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“This device is not big, but its functions are so powerful. What is the
principle?” Avery walked up to The senior 1 and handed her a few pieces of
paper. “This is the schematic I found in the documentation. But I don’t quite
understand it. Probably because there is no relevant clinical trial, it looks
like a fantasy.”

“This schematic looks like a circuit board. Have you ever tried a circuit
board?” The senior 1 said, “It’s like connecting all kinds of nerves in the
brain to this circuit board. It sounds a bit ridiculous, but Margaret made
such a bold attempt, and her attempt was successful. “

This was far more than what Avery had learned. Even if she just made a
bold assumption, she didn’t dare to think so.

“What The senior 1 said just now is right. If you want to quickly understand
this device, you can only get a better understanding of its working principle
by taking it out.” The senior 4 said.

Avery shook her head without thinking, “No. Elliot lives by this device
now. What if he dies if we takes the device out?”

“Take out the device in Elliot’s head.” The senior 1 put down the materials,
“Avery, this is too much work. You have no idea how long it took Margaret
to develop this device…”



“But I am here now and also Margaret’s all research information are here.”
Avery explained.

“These materials are just an exposition document and these are not core
materials.” The senior 1 said, “How could Margaret show the core materials
to others?”

“Avery, I’m afraid I can’t help you. I have a job, and I have children, I don’t
have that much time to study for you.” The senior 1 retreated.

Avery: “I can’t do it either… To develop a device that is exactly the same as
the one in Elliot’s mind, it may not be completed in a lifetime. I have other
research to do.”

“Margaret will definitely use her technological achievements. Apply for a
patent, and even if you develop a device exactly like her, I’m afraid it won’t
be realized. Of course, I know that you may not want to realize it, but to
save your lover.” The senior 1 said.

Soon, everyone came out of Avery’s study room.

After Avery sent them away, she went to the living room to get a water cup
and took a sip.

“Why are they all gone? Didn’t you mean to keep them at home for
dinner?” Mike was at home this weekend.

“They think it’s too difficult, and even if they waste a lot of effort to
research it, it’s not profitable.” Avery stood by the sofa and sighed blankly.

Without someone to help, it may take Avery a lot of time to make a
breakthrough.

Mike said, “Don’t be discouraged, everything is difficult at the beginning.
Elliot is your favorite man and your child’s biological father. We will
definitely save him.” Mike continued, “I’ll find the world’s top brain
experts for you, and ask them one by one to see if they are willing to join



your research team. Isn’t it a matter of money? We have money now, so
don’t be afraid.”

Mike’s words moved Avery very much.

“Mike, thank you. No matter what difficulties arise, you will always be by
my side. I really appreciate you.”

Elliot came out of the room just in time to hear Avery say this to Mike.

Probably because Elliot is not only unable to help Avery now, but has
become a trouble for her, so when he heared such words, he felt particularly
heartbroken.
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